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1 Overview

The UK government Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) commissioned Ipsos and Perspective Economics to conduct the latest in an annual series of studies to improve their understanding of the current UK cyber security skills labour market. The previous studies were published by DCMS in 2021 (fieldwork in 2020), 2020 (fieldwork in 2019) and 2018.

This report provides the technical details for all strands of the 2022 research, and copies of the main survey instruments (in the appendices) to help interpret the findings. DCMS has published a separate report of the main findings from the research.

1.1 Full research objectives

The 2022 research, in line with previous years, aimed to gather evidence on:

- Current cyber security skills gaps (i.e. where existing employees or job applicants for cyber roles lack particular skills)
- Current skills shortages and the level and type of job roles they affect (i.e. a shortfall in the number of skilled individuals working in or applying for cyber roles)
- The role of training, qualifications, recruitment and outsourcing to fill skills gaps
- Where the cyber security jobs market is active geographically
- The roles being labelled as cyber roles versus ones that are not but require a similar skillset
- The role that recruitment agents play in the cyber security labour market
- Diversity within the cyber sector
- Staff turnover in the cyber sector

In 2021, DCMS published additional research to gather statistics and qualitative evidence on the cyber recruitment pool in the UK. The research focused on the supply of labour and skills, as opposed to the demand-side focus of the above objectives. This year, both these research projects have been brought together. Therefore, this study now also covers:

- Statistics on the size of the UK’s cyber security recruitment pool
- An estimate of the overall cyber workforce gap
- Recruitment agents’ views of the recruitment pool and how it has changed in the last year

1.2 Summary of methodology

The methodology consisted of 4 strands:

1. Quantitative surveys – Ipsos conducted representative telephone surveys with 4 audiences: general businesses, public sector organisations, charities and cyber sector firms. These surveys gathered the main estimates on skills gaps and shortages reported in this study. Fieldwork was between 16 August and 19 November 2021.

2. Qualitative interviews – Ipsos conducted a more focused strand of qualitative research, with 29 in-depth interviews split across cyber firms, other medium and large businesses, and recruitment agents. The interviews explored the challenges these organisations faced in addressing skills gaps and shortages, and the approaches they were taking on recruitment, training and workplace diversity. Interviews took place across October and November 2021.
3. Job vacancies analysis – Perspective Economics analysed cyber security job postings on the Burning Glass Technologies labour market database, showing the number, type and location of vacancies across the UK. This also covers remuneration, descriptions of job roles and the skills, qualifications and experience being sought by employers. This work primarily covered vacancies across the 12 months of 2021, supplementing the work done in the 2021 study (which covered vacancies from September 2019 to the end of December 2020).

4. Supply side analysis – Perspective Economics replicated the methodology used on the 2021 cyber recruitment pool research to estimate the overall size of the current recruitment pool, as well as those likely to be entering the pool within the next 12 months (across 2022). This strand produces further statistics on the diversity, educational and occupational backgrounds, and salaries of this pool of labour, as well as outflows from the pool.

1.3 Similarities and differences from the 2021 study

The 2022 methodology is very consistent with previous years, which included strands 1 to 3 in Section 1.2. Strand 4 (the supply side analysis) updates the work done in the 2021 cyber recruitment pool study. This means that the survey, job vacancies analysis and supply side analysis (the quantitative elements) are all able to look at trends over time.

Questionnaire changes

The quantitative survey questions are reviewed and partially revised each year to ensure we capture the metrics that are most useful for DCMS and its stakeholders. This year, we included new questions to break down the cyber workforce by specialism and to categorise the hard-to-fill vacancies that cyber sector businesses face. To make space for these questions, we removed questions from the previous surveys. The rationale for these changes is provided in Section 2.1.

The quantitative survey questions underwent cognitive testing in 2018. Although a small number of new questions have been added in later years, these have used tried-and-tested question wording wherever possible, so have not undergone cognitive testing. There has nonetheless been a live pilot of the quantitative survey each year, to pick up on any question comprehension problems (see Section 2.3).

New fieldwork measures to counter the COVID-19 pandemic

This year’s survey fieldwork was once again heavily impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Many organisations were less able or willing to take part in government surveys in general, compared to typical pre-pandemic expectations for a survey of this nature. Many organisations also continue to not be contactable by phone, especially when it comes to reaching back-office staff in IT or cyber security roles.

Having anticipated this challenge, Ipsos implemented a range of measures this year to help improve the survey sample coverage and response rate, including:

- Additional number matching, as well as matching in relevant contact names and emails – see Chapter 2 for more details
- Multimode surveying, allowing respondents to take part either by telephone or online – see Chapter 2 for more details
- A series of prompt emails to the sample (where an email address was available)
- A freephone number and survey inbox for sampled organisations to opt in, either to take part immediately or arrange an appointment
- Promotion of the survey to the cyber sector via Cyber Exchange, the Cyber Security Clusters and TechUK
We do not expect these measures to affect the comparability of the survey between years.

Despite these measures, the considerable ongoing challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic ultimately meant that response rates this year were similar to those from the previous year, rather than an improvement on them. We discuss in Section 2.4. We do not expect this to have had any major detrimental impact on the reliability of the findings.

Sample sizes

The overall sample sizes achieved for each audience in the quantitative survey broadly match or exceed those from 2021. For large businesses, public sector organisations and cyber firms, we increased the targets this year, giving greater statistical reliability for these groups. This year we interviewed:

- 947 businesses across the private sector (vs. 965 in 2021), of which 107 were large businesses (vs. 65 in 2020)
- 123 public sector organisations (vs. 76 in 2021)
- 211 charities (vs. 220 in 2021)
- 224 cyber firms (vs. 171 in 2021)

The margin of error for the overall business sample is broadly in line with last year, at ±3-4 percentage points. As expected, the margin of error has decreased for large businesses (from ±8-13 percentage points in 2021 to ±6-10 percentage points in 2022), public sector organisations (from ±7-12 points to ±5-9 points) and cyber firms (from ±4-7 points to ±4-6 points).

Recommendations

In previous years, this study was used to produce a set of specific recommendations for the government and industry around tackling the cyber security skills gap. To this end, Ipsos carried out a workshop in past studies. This involved key stakeholders from government, industry and academia following the other strands of the project, so that these stakeholders could contribute to the project’s recommendations.

DCMS agreed that the recommendations from previous years remained relevant and important, so there was no requirement to produce further recommendations this year.

1.4 Differences from other recent studies looking at cyber security skills

A note on the UK cyber security workforce size estimate from the 2021 Cybersecurity Workforce Study

ISC2 is a global membership organisation for cyber security professionals. It publishes an annual Cybersecurity Workforce Study, the most recent of which was published in November 2021. This is a study of the global cyber security workforce and largely reports its findings at a global level.

The 2021 ISC2 report suggests there are c.301,000 individuals in the UK cyber security workforce, with a shortage of c.33,000. It is not possible for us to validate their estimate with our data, given the vast differences in methodologies between our two studies (outlined later in this section) and a lack of published technical information on the UK sample size and representativeness of the ISC2 data. The estimate is also likely to have a substantive margin of error around it.

---

1 The margins of error are confidence intervals at the 95% significance level, using the effective sample size. The effective sample size is a measure of the statistical reliability of samples that takes into account any sample manipulation such as weighting. A margin of error range is displayed here, because the actual margin of error will vary depending on the specific survey result under consideration.
DCMS’s [Cyber Sectoral Analysis 2022](#) estimates c.53,000 full-time employees working in cyber roles in the UK cyber sector, across the 1,838 cyber security companies that make up this sector. This excludes individuals working in cyber roles outside of these companies.

The ISC2 estimate has fluctuated considerably across years, from c.289,000 in 2019 and c.366,000 in 2020. In our opinion, it remains unrealistically high. It would mean that almost 1 in every 100 employees in the UK are working in a cyber role. Furthermore, the [DCMS Sectors Economic Estimates](#) indicate that there were c.1.8 million jobs across all UK digital sectors from July 2020 to June 2021. If the ISC2 estimate was correct, this would mean that around 1 in 6 digital sector jobs are in cyber security.

**Broader comparability issues between this DCMS study and other studies on cyber security skills**

The findings from the ISC2 2021 report touch on similar themes to our study (such as skills gaps, diversity in the cyber sector, qualifications and the ongoing impact of COVID-19) but they are not directly comparable. This is also the case for other well-known surveys that have been published around the same time period, the [NCSC/KPMG Decrypting Diversity 2021](#) report and the [PwC Cyber Security Strategy 2021](#) report.

- Our primary research is UK-specific and has a large sample size. This means we can break down findings for UK organisations by size and sector. Other surveys have often not been able to be so granular and have typically reported findings for Europe as a whole, rather than the UK.

- Our survey results are sampled and weighted to be representative of organisations of all sizes and sectors. This includes micro and small businesses, and low-income charities, that may be less aware of their cyber security skills needs and make up the vast majority of all businesses and charities in the UK. The ISC2 and PwC surveys appear to have been carried out online with a self-selecting sample, skewed towards the largest and most engaged organisations. These studies are important, as they have good coverage of the organisations with the most sophisticated cyber security skills needs. However, they are not necessarily representative, and typically omit micro, small and medium businesses, and the charitable sector, where there are often more basic cyber security skills needs.

- Our cyber sector diversity statistics are also intended to be representative, as they are based on workforce-level data collected from a random sample of UK cyber firms. This is very different to the NCSC/KPMG survey, which is again undertaken online with a self-selecting sample that may be subject to clustering effects (depending on where and how the survey was promoted). There is also value in the NCSC/KPMG results, which serve to highlight the lived experiences of diverse groups within the cyber security workforce. However, these results, unlike our study, cannot be used to reliably infer the incidence of characteristics in the wider population.

- This research measures skills gaps – the number of organisations lacking specific cyber security skills – in a particular way. As we cannot objectively test whether organisations are capable of carrying out specific cyber security tasks involving specialist skills, we instead ask about their confidence at being able to carry out a range of these tasks (see Chapter 4 of the main report for full details). This continues the methodology from the 2 previous studies.
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2 Quantitative surveys

Ipsos carried out all aspects of the quantitative surveys. This chapter provides technical details on the questionnaire development, sampling, piloting, main fieldwork and data processing.

2.1 Questionnaire development

Ipsos developed the questionnaire and all the other survey instruments (such as the interviewer briefing notes, a reassurance email for respondents and a survey website page).

A significant change this year was updating the entire questionnaire to work as a multimode telephone and online survey script – this is covered further in Section 2.4. Besides this, there were minimal changes in the questionnaire this year, compared to the previous iteration. The minor changes reflected new areas that DCMS wished to gain further statistical information on, including:

- A new question to break down the cyber sector workforce by specialism (Q18d/e)
- Updating the list of job roles in the question classifying hard-to-fill vacancies (Q46b) to reflect the same specialisms used in the aforementioned new question
- Updating the term “soft skills” to “complementary skills”, reflecting how DCMS refers to this (Q28)

The change to Q46b moved the question away from an older list aligned to the Chartered Institute of Information Security (CIISec) Roles Framework. It replaced it with an updated list that better reflected DCMS’s categorisation of job roles and aligned to the work of the UK Cyber Security Council and the Cyber Security Body Of Knowledge (CyBOK). This change is significant, and this question is no longer comparable with previous years.

The change to Q28 is more minor, and we still consider this question to be comparable to trend data.

A number of the cyber firms interviewed for this study had also taken part in the earlier DCMS survey carried out in summer 2021, as part of the Cyber Sectoral Analysis 2022. To avoid asking these firms to repeat the same information in this latest survey, the survey script included a question that collected permission for us to reuse the data from the earlier survey, thereby filtering this sample out of several firmographic questions (on the size of their total workforce and their cyber workforce specifically).

Appendix A includes a copy of the final questionnaire used in the main survey.

2.2 Sampling

The target population included:

- Private companies with more than one person on the payroll (i.e. excluding sole traders)
- Public sector organisations – mainly NHS organisations, academies and free schools (as other types of schools are run directly by local authorities) and local authorities (excluding parish councils)
- Registered charities
- Cyber sector businesses

We designed the survey to represent enterprises (i.e. the whole organisation) rather than establishments (i.e. local or regional offices or sites). This reflects that multi-site organisations will typically have connected cyber security infrastructure and will therefore deal with cyber security centrally.
Business and public sector sample frame (IDBR) and sample selection

The sample frame for businesses and public sector organisations was the government’s Inter-Departmental Business Register (IDBR), which covers businesses in all sectors, including the public sector, across the UK at the enterprise level. This is the main sample frame for government surveys of businesses and for public sector organisations. Organisations in the agriculture, forestry and fishing sectors (SIC, 2007 category A) were excluded. DCMS approved their exclusion, in line with previous years, given the additional permission needed to sample these organisations from the IDBR.

In total, we selected 56,159 businesses and public sector organisations from the IDBR. This is similar to the total number we requested last year (60,500). It was more than in 2020 (48,702) and 2018 (37,871), anticipating that the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic would continue to make fieldwork more challenging and a larger sample would be required to reach targets.

We selected records based on disproportionate targets by sector and by size. The disproportionate stratification reflected the intention to carry out subgroup analysis by sector and size. This would not be possible with a proportionate stratification (which would effectively exclude any meaningful number of medium and large businesses from the selected sample, as well as resulting in too few interviews in certain sectors). The boosted groups included:

- Small (10 to 49 staff), medium (50 to 249 staff) and large size bands (250+ staff)
- Education businesses, finance or insurance businesses and public sector organisations (which DCMS highlighted as important sectors)
- Health, social care or social work businesses (which the 2018 literature review and subsequent research has suggested is a sector with a greater demand for cyber skills)
- Information or communication businesses (which are highly engaged with cyber security, according to findings from the separate DCMS Cyber Security Breaches Survey series)

Table 2.1 breaks down the originally selected sample by size and sector. As the survey outcomes later in this chapter show, only 12,568 IDBR records were included in the final survey, with the rest being unusable (i.e. with no valid telephone number) or being held in reserve.

### Table 2.1: Pre-cleaning IDBR sample received by size and sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIC 2007 letter</th>
<th>Sector description</th>
<th>Micro or small (1–49 staff)</th>
<th>Medium (50–249 staff)</th>
<th>Large (250+ staff)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B, C, D, E</td>
<td>Utilities or production (including manufacturing)</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>1,494</td>
<td>2,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>5,663</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>6,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Retail or wholesale (including vehicle sales and repairs)</td>
<td>2,836</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>1,196</td>
<td>4,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Transport or storage</td>
<td>2,366</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>2,862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Food or hospitality</td>
<td>4,113</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Information or communications</td>
<td>7,575</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>8,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Finance or insurance</td>
<td>1,924</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>2,826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L, N</td>
<td>Administration or real estate</td>
<td>5,242</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>1,288</td>
<td>6,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Professional, scientific or technical</td>
<td>4,292</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>5,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Other public sector</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Education (including academies)</td>
<td>2,018</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>1,001</td>
<td>3,590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Charity sample frames and sample selection

The target population of charities was all UK registered charities. The sample frames were the charity regulator databases in each UK country:

- The Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) database: https://www.oscr.org.uk/about-charities/search-the-register/charity-register-download
- The Charity Commission for Northern Ireland database: https://www.charitycommissionni.org.uk/charity-search/

Again, this approach is consistent with all the previous studies.

In England and Wales, and in Scotland, the respective charity regulator databases contain a comprehensive list of registered charities. The Charity Commission in Northern Ireland does not have a comprehensive list of established charities. It is in the process of registering charities and building one.

Therefore, while the Charity Commission in Northern Ireland database was the best sample frame for this survey, it cannot be considered as a truly random sample of Northern Ireland charities at present. This situation has, however, improved over time, as the database becomes more comprehensive.

Once again this year, DCMS was granted full access to the non-public OSCR database, including telephone numbers, meaning we could sample from the full list of Scotland-based charities, rather than just those for which we were able to find telephone numbers.

The number of charity interviews was 211 (vs. 220 in 2021, 201 in 2020 and 470 in 2018). The sample was proportionately stratified by country and disproportionately stratified by income band. This stratification reflects the fact that the variance in survey responses tends to be higher among larger (high-income) charities, which increases the overall statistical reliability of the data.

As the entirety of the 3 charity regulator databases were used for sample selection, there was no restriction in the amount of charity sample that could be used, so no equivalent to Table 2.1 is shown for charities. In total, we sampled 1,064 charities to achieve 211 interviews.

Cyber sector sample frame and sample selection

For cyber sector firms, we used the DCMS sector database that was created as part of the Cyber Sectoral Analysis 2022 (also carried out by Ipsos and Perspective Economics). Perspective Economics built this sample frame, a list of 1,624 UK cyber sector firms, from the Orbis and Beaufour databases. From this database, there were 1,507 records with telephone numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIC 2007 letter</th>
<th>Sector description</th>
<th>Micro or small (1–49 staff)</th>
<th>Medium (50–249 staff)</th>
<th>Large (250+ staff)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Health, social care or social work (including NHS)</td>
<td>4,264</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>5,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R, S</td>
<td>Entertainment, service or membership organisations</td>
<td>1,870</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>2,201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>43,274</td>
<td>3,481</td>
<td>9,404</td>
<td>56,159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All 1,507 leads were included in the survey. In other words, this survey was carried out using a census approach and achieved a simple random sample of 224 interviews.

Sample telephone tracing and cleaning (required primarily for IDBR sample)

Not all the original sample was usable. In total, 42,129 business records had either no telephone number or an invalid telephone number (i.e. the number was either in an incorrect format, too long, too short or a free phone number which would charge the respondent when called) in the original sample file.

This year, as part of a raft of measures to improve telephone coverage and response rates, we carried out a more extensive programme of telephone matching. We carried out automated telephone matching through the DBS Data business database as well as the Dun and Bradstreet business database. In previous years, we have matched to the DBS Data residential database for micro businesses. However, this is no longer possible due to data protection and ethical concerns around attempting to survey business respondents via a database consisting largely of consumer numbers.

In addition to matching telephone numbers, we also matched in email addresses (generic email addresses as well as those for key decision makers) and key decision maker contact names where possible. These were sourced from the Dun and Bradstreet database, public LinkedIn data, Companies House data and other publicly accessible data (e.g. company websites). These details were subsequently used for prompt emails to the loaded sample and to help bypass gatekeepers (by giving the name of a specific individual within the business).

The cyber sector sample did not require further telephone tracing or cleaning. This process had already been carried out in the previous survey conducted in summer 2021, as part of DCMS’s Cyber Sectoral Analysis 2022. However, we did a subsequent manual search for missing cyber sector numbers on company websites. Across the IDBR and cyber sector samples, these processes increased the amount of usable sample, helping to reduce the likelihood of non-response bias affecting the survey.

There was already very high telephone coverage for charities from England and Wales (98% with telephone numbers), Northern Ireland (99% with telephone numbers) and Scotland (99% with telephone numbers). These provided more than enough usable sample and minimised the possibility of non-response bias. Therefore, no telephone matching was required for charities.

We also cleaned the selected sample to remove any duplicate telephone numbers, and parish councils. Identifying and removing parish councils was a two-step process. Firstly, we removed all micro organisations in SIC sector O from the usable sample, as these were overwhelmingly parish councils. Secondly, we carried out a search on the remaining SIC sector O organisations for the phrase “parish council”, “town council” or “community council” to highlight further leads for removal.

Following telephone matching and cleaning, the usable business sample amounted to 22,811 leads. This is 39 per cent of the original sample frame, compared to 24 per cent in 2021, highlighting the impact of the process to improve telephone coverage. The composition of this sample is shown in Table 2.2.
The usable leads for the survey were randomly allocated into separate batches for businesses and charities. Each batch included leads proportionately selected to incorporate sample targets by sector and size band, and response rates by sector and size band, from previous Ipsos surveys with these audiences, and from previous batches. In other words, we selected more sample in sectors and size bands where there was a higher target, or where response rates were expected to be relatively low. We drew up and released subsequent batches of sample as and when the live sample was exhausted. All available leads were released in the main stage (see Tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 for the total sample loaded).

2.3 Piloting

Much of the questionnaire remained unchanged nor involved rerouting existing questions again.

We conducted a live pilot for the surveys in the first 2 days of fieldwork (16-17 August 2021). This involved daily written feedback reports from all interviewers working on the project for those days, daily monitoring of raw survey data, interview lengths and sample outcomes, and an open-ended question at the end of the survey where respondents could give feedback.

We carried out 35 live pilot telephone interviews among the four audiences for the study (24 charities and 11 cyber sector businesses). Due to delays in receiving and processing the IDBR sample from the Office for National Statistics (ONS), this was launched after the pilot this year.

Following the live pilot, we only made minor changes to the questionnaire. The main change involved adding an unprompted “not applicable – no devices belonging to organisation” code to Q29 and Q34 – questions about detecting malware on the organisation’s devices – following feedback from interviewers.
These 35 interviews were included in the final dataset, as the changes we made were not substantive enough to affect the comparability of findings before and after the pilot.

## 2.4 Fieldwork

### Multimode data collection

As part of a range of measures this year to help improve the survey sample coverage and response rate during the COVID-19 pandemic, we implemented multimode surveying, allowing respondents to take part either by telephone or online. This was in place for the live pilot and main fieldwork (although all live pilot interviews were by telephone). The previous years’ surveys were conducted by telephone only.

In practical terms, the multimode methodology worked as follows:

- All initial contact with organisations took place by phone, with Ipsos telephone interviewers calling organisations in line with previous years
- Where organisations requested more information before deciding to take part, interviewers could send out an information and reassurance email. This email contained a unique link for each organisation to complete the survey entirely or partially online. The interviewers explained this ahead of sending out each email
- The respondents that completed the survey online had no interaction with an Ipsos interviewer but were instead routed through an online questionnaire, with each question appearing on a separate screen
- Over the course of fieldwork, we sent 2 reminder emails to those that had started but not finished the survey online

Table 2.3 shows that around 4% of the achieved interviews in total were online. In other words, the overwhelming proportion of interviews were still by telephone.

### Table 2.3: Interviews by data collection mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Businesses</th>
<th>Public sector</th>
<th>Charities</th>
<th>Cyber sector</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are aware of the potential for the change in the data collection mode to impact the survey results. If this mode effect is significant, any changes in the results compared to previous years may not reflect a real shift in the population.

DCMS and Ipsos did not expect there to be substantial mode effects in this survey, given that much of the information collected is factual, rather than attitudinal. Nevertheless, we had various measures to minimise the chances of mode effects and to monitor the data to identify mode effects:

- The intention was for only a small proportion of the sample to complete the survey online, so that any potential mode effects would be contained. In this case, we did not have to cap the number of online interviews, given that it was only 4 per cent of all completed interviews
- We used unimode questionnaire design wherever feasible, whereby the questionnaire administration is as similar as possible for respondents across modes. For example, sequential statements on the telephone survey (e.g. at Q13.WHATOUT) appear as a carousel of statements in the online survey. We minimised the number of questions with long, unprompted answer lists in
the telephone survey (which would need to be prompted answer lists in the online survey), such as Q44.OTHRECRUIT, Q47.HARDREASON and Q47e.REASON

- We added a screener question to the online survey (Q1x.ONLINERESP) for respondents to self-validate that they were the right person within their organisation to complete the survey – something the telephone interviewer would have established verbally. This was an extra quality assurance to prevent the survey being completed by someone who would be unable to answer many questions
- As part of the final data checks, we manually reviewed the answers of online respondents to see if they followed a pattern that was substantially different from telephone respondents in the same sample group, or if they included a long string of “don’t know” responses. Following these broad checks, we did not need to remove any online respondents from the final data

Completed interviews

All survey fieldwork (including the live pilot) was carried out from 16 August to 19 November 2021. This included a fieldwork extension of 3 weeks compared to the original timetable to counteract the impact that the COVID-19 pandemic was having on participation. This is explained further in the response rate section (at the end of Section 2.4).

In total, we completed 1,505 interviews, comprising:

- 947 businesses (excluding agriculture, forestry and fishing businesses and sole traders)
- 123 public sector organisations (excluding parish councils)
- 211 registered charities
- 224 cyber sector businesses

The average interview length was c.16 minutes for businesses, public sector organisations and charities and c.17 minutes for cyber firms.

Fieldwork preparation

Prior to fieldwork, the Ipsos research team briefed the supervisory team for the telephone interviewers. The interviewers also received:

- Written briefing notes about all aspects of the survey
- A copy of the questionnaire and other survey instruments

Screening of respondents

Interviewers used a screener section at the beginning of the questionnaire to identify the right individual to take part and ensure the organisation was eligible for the survey. At this point, organisations outside the cyber sector that identified themselves as sole traders with no other employees on the payroll would have been classed as ineligible. Within the cyber sector, sole trader cyber firms were still eligible, in line with previous years, because this survey still intended to capture the skill, training and recruitment needs of the firm’s founder.

In previous years, organisations that identified themselves as having no computer, website or other online presence were also classed as ineligible. Last year, this accounted for around 1 per cent of the businesses and 4 per cent of the charities sampled. This year, this classification was removed as part of a simplification of call outcomes. Organisations saying this were, in all likelihood, simply refusing to take part. This partially helps to explain the higher refusal rate this year, covered in Section 2.4.
As this was a survey of enterprises rather than establishments, interviewers also confirmed that they had called through to the UK head office or site of the organisation.

When an interviewer established that the organisation was eligible, and that this was the head office, we asked them to identify the senior member of staff who has the most knowledge or responsibility when it comes to cyber security. The briefing materials provided interviewers with a list of potential departments and job titles to ask for in non-micro businesses (e.g. IT Directors, Heads of Cyber Security and Chief Information Security Officers).

For UK businesses that were part of a multinational group, interviewers requested to speak to the relevant person in the UK who dealt with cyber security at the company level. In any instances where a multinational group had different registered companies in Great Britain and in Northern Ireland, both companies were considered eligible.

Franchisees with the same company name but different trading addresses were also all considered eligible as separate independent respondents.

Organisations sampled from the IDBR were able to self-identify as a registered charity during the interview. In these cases, they were included in the charity sample data. They are part of the response rate calculation for the charity sample.

Random-probability approach and maximising participation

We adopted random-probability sampling and interviewing to minimise selection bias. The overall aim with this approach is to have a known outcome for every piece of sample released. For this survey, we used an approach comparable to other robust business surveys and the previous iterations of this research:

- We called each piece of sample either a minimum of 7 times, or until we achieved an interview, received a refusal, or received enough information to make a judgement on the eligibility of that contact. Typically, we called leads 10 or more times (e.g. when respondents had requested to be called back at an early stage in fieldwork but had subsequently not been reached)

- Each piece of sample was called at different times of the day, throughout the working week, to make every possible attempt to achieve an interview. We also offered evening and weekend interviews on request to respondents

Several steps were taken to maximise participation in the survey and reduce non-response bias, beyond the general management and scheduling of the fieldwork and interviewing team to produce the best results. Interviewers could send a reassurance email to prospective participants to confirm the legitimacy of the study and provide more information. We also had a study website and GOV.UK page to reassure respondents that this was a bona fide government survey. We also offered respondents a copy of the previous year’s report and a government cyber security help card, sent immediately at the end of the interview if they took part. The help card included up-to-date government guidance (from the National Cyber Security Centre) for organisations on cyber security to encourage participation.

Additional steps taken in light of the COVID-19 pandemic

In anticipation of the ongoing impact of COVID-19 on participation in the survey, we also took a number of extra steps to improve the sample coverage and the response rate, including:
Additional number matching – we matched to 2 databases this year (as noted in Section 2.2) and undertook further manual matching (i.e. looking up numbers on company websites) for cyber firms

- Adding key decision maker contact names to the matched sample where possible (as noted in Section 2.2) to help interviewers get past gatekeepers and organisation no-name policies
- Multimode surveying (as noted at the start of this section)
- Adding email addresses to the matched sample where possible – we sent advance emails to new batches of sample loaded, alerting them that an Ipsos interviewer would call and encouraging them to book an appointment, as well as 5 sets of reminder emails to loaded sample across the course of fieldwork (each with a varied subject heading and key message). In total, 41 per cent of the released sample had an email address, although these were largely general information or enquiries email addresses for the organisation as a whole
- Hosting a freephone telephone number and project-specific email inbox that allowed respondents to reply and set up their own appointments, or take part in the survey there and then
- Promotion of the survey to the cyber sector via Cyber Exchange, the Cyber Security Clusters and TechUK – we created a promotional deck explaining the survey that DCMS and Ipsos sent to these organisations for them to distribute among their members

Fieldwork monitoring

Ipsos is a member of the Interviewer Quality Control Scheme recognised by the Market Research Society. In accordance with this scheme, the field supervisor on this project listened in on at least 10 per cent of the interviews and checked the data entry on screen for these interviews. The Ipsos core research team also listened in during the early interviews and gave further feedback to the telephone interviewers on how to best introduce the survey.

Fieldwork outcomes and response rate

The Ipsos research team monitored fieldwork outcomes and response rates throughout fieldwork and gave interviewers regular guidance on how to avoid common reasons for refusal. Table 2.4 shows the final outcomes, the unadjusted response rate\(^2\) and the adjusted response rate\(^3\) for business and public sector (the IDBR sample). Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show the equivalent for charities and cyber firms.

Table 2.4: Fieldwork outcomes and response rate calculations for businesses and public organisations (IDBR sample)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total sample released</td>
<td>12,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed interviews</td>
<td>1,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete interviews</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineligible leads – established during screener(^4)</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusals</td>
<td>1,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usable leads with working numbers(^5)</td>
<td>1,811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) This is: completed interviews / total sample released.

\(^3\) The adjusted response rate with estimated eligibility has been calculated as: completed interviews / (completed interviews + incomplete interviews + refusals expected to be eligible + any remaining working numbers expected to be eligible). It adjusts to exclude the unusable and likely ineligible proportion of the total sample used.

\(^4\) Among the IDBR and charity samples, ineligible leads were those found to be sole traders. Among the cyber sector sample, this included a small number of firms that did not recognise themselves to be firms offering cyber products or services.

\(^5\) This includes sample where there was communication difficulty making it impossible to carry out the survey (either a bad line, or language difficulty), as well as numbers called 10 or more times over fieldwork without ever being picked up.
### Table 2.5: Fieldwork outcomes and response rate calculations for charities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unusable numbers&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working numbers with unknown eligibility&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected eligibility of screened respondents&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted response rate</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted response rate</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2.6: Fieldwork outcomes and response rate calculations for cyber firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total sample released</td>
<td>1,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed interviews</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete interviews</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineligible leads – established during screener</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusals</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusable leads with working numbers</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusable numbers</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working numbers with unknown eligibility</td>
<td>5194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected eligibility of screened respondents</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unadjusted response rate</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted response rate</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>6</sup> This is sample where the number was in a valid format, so was loaded into the main survey sample batches, but which turned out to be wrong numbers, fax numbers, household numbers or disconnected.

<sup>7</sup> This includes sample that had a working telephone number but where the respondent was unreachable or unavailable for an interview during the fieldwork period, so eligibility could not be assessed.

<sup>8</sup> Expected eligibility of screened respondents has been calculated as: (completed interviews + incomplete interviews) / (completed interviews + incomplete interviews + leads established as ineligible during screener). This is the proportion of refusals and working numbers expected to have been eligible for the survey.
Unadjusted response rates compared to previous years

Compared to last year, the unadjusted response rate (URR) for the IDBR sample is identical (9% in both years). For charities, the URR is higher this year (20% vs. 15%). Finally, for cyber firms, the URR is lower this year (15% vs. 18%). Therefore, the survey has performed broadly in line with last year across all groups.

However, when compared to previous years, the URRs are lower for the IDBR sample (11% in 2020 and 14% in 2018), charities (36% in 2020 and 30% in 2018) and cyber firms (22% in 2020, when this population was first surveyed for this series).

The lower URRs compared to the pre-pandemic surveys are likely to be due to a combination of unique circumstances brought about by COVID-19, as well as the ongoing challenge of declining response rates in social survey fieldwork in general (see, for example, this Government Statistical Service blog on declining response rates). This survey’s fieldwork took place when many organisations were adopting either full remote working or a hybrid working model, where cyber teams would not necessarily be in offices across the working week. More than half the fieldwork also took place before the end of the government’s Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, through which employers could furlough workers. The environment under which fieldwork took place meant:

- It was harder to reach organisations via landline numbers as many switchboards still had a skeleton service
- When we did get through, it was harder to reach the right individual within the organisation, who may have been working remotely rather than in an office, or may have been placed on furlough
- Where we did reach the right person, these individuals were often busier than before and less willing to take part in surveys in general

More generally, there has been an increasing awareness of cyber security, potentially making businesses more reticent to take part in surveys on this topic.

Adjusted response rates compared to previous years

The adjusted response rate (ARR) adjusts to exclude the unusable and likely ineligible proportion of the total sample used. This year’s ARRs should not be directly compared to the ARRs published in previous years’ technical reports. We have simplified the ARR calculation this year to use a single percentage figure for estimated eligibility, applied to both the refusals and the working numbers with unknown eligibility. For retrospective comparison, if we had calculated response rates in this way last year, the ARRs would have been as follows – broadly meeting or exceeding last year’s ARRs:

- 13 per cent for the IDBR sample in 2021, vs. 12 per cent this year
- 21 per cent for charities, vs. 26 per cent this year
- 21 per cent for cyber firms, vs. 23 per cent this year

Expected negligible impact of lower response rates compared to pre-pandemic

It is important to remember that response rates are not a direct measure of non-response bias in a survey, but only a measure of the potential for non-response bias to exist. Previous research into
response rates, mainly with consumer surveys, has indicated that they are often poorly correlated with non-response bias.\(^9\)

The idea of non-response bias entering the survey assumes that the organisations declining to take part are substantially different in terms of their cyber skills needs to the ones we did interview. If we believe, reasonably, that the response rates this year were mainly lower due to the COVID-19 pandemic, then we must consider whether the organisations most negatively impacted by COVID-19 are likely to have different cyber skills needs and challenges – we have no strong reasons to believe this. It is possible that COVID-19 and the resulting move to hybrid working in many organisations has presented its own set of cyber skills challenges, which we aim to capture separately in the qualitative strand of the research.

2.5 Data processing and weighting

Identifying the type and characteristics of sampled organisations using sample information versus questionnaire information

The IDBR contains businesses that might also be registered charities. Moreover, the public sector organisations within the IDBR sample are split across several sectors (most commonly SIC 2007 sectors P, Q and O\(^10\)), so cannot be fully identified at the sampling stage. We allowed all IDBR-sampled organisations to self-identify as either a private sector organisation, public sector organisation or charity in the interview. We then took this as their designated status in the final data.

For size (or income band for charities), we primarily used information collected in the questionnaire, and where this was missing, we used the information in the sample frames to fill in the missing responses.

Coding

The verbatim responses to unprompted questions could be coded as “other” by interviewers when they did not appear to fit into the predefined code frame. Ipsos’ coding team coded these “other” responses manually, and where possible, assigned them to codes in the existing code frame. It was also possible for new codes to be added where enough respondents – 10 per cent or more – had given a similar answer outside of the existing code frame. The accuracy of the coding was verified by the Ipsos research team, who checked and approved each new code proposed.

We did not undertake SIC coding. Instead, we used the SIC 2007 codes that were already in the IDBR sample to assign businesses to a sector for weighting and analysis purposes. This is the same approach as in both 2020 and 2018 survey and has been tested and validated in previous surveys, such as DCMS’s Cyber Security Breaches Survey series.\(^11\) The sector groupings used in the main report match those shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

Weighting

For the IDBR and charity samples, we applied RIM weighting (Random Iterative Method weighting) to account where possible for non-response bias, and to account for the disproportionate sampling by size, sector and income band. The intention was to make the final reported data representative of the actual

---


\(^10\) The definitions for these SIC letters is in Table 4.1.

UK business, public sector and charity populations. This matched the weighting approaches from the 2018 and 2020 studies.

RIM weighting is a standard weighting approach undertaken in business surveys of this nature. In cases where the weighting variables are strongly correlated with each other, it is potentially less effective than other methods, such as cell weighting. However, this is not the case for this survey as organisation size and sector are not correlated.

We used 4 separate weighting schemes:

1. For businesses, there were non-interlocking weights by size and sector, based on the population profile in the 2020 Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) business population estimates (the latest ones published at the time of data processing). Non-interlocking weighting means that we did not weight by size within each sector, but weighted the whole sample separately by size and then by sector. Interlocking weighting (i.e. weighting by size band within each sector) was also possible but would have potentially resulted in very large weights. This would have reduced the statistical power of the survey results without making any considerable difference to the weighted percentage scores for each question, so was not applied.

We did not weight by region, but it should be noted that the final weighted data is closely aligned with the regional profile of the population.

2. For charities, we used non-interlocking weights by income band and country. We took the profile in the charity regulator databases (including the leads that could not be used in the survey) as the definitive population profile.

3. For public sector organisations, we also weighted based on the public sector profile in the 2020 BEIS business population estimates.

4. One complexity in the weighting of private and public sector organisations is that certain sectors of the economy contain a mix of the private and public sector – especially education (SIC sector P) and health (SIC sector Q). For analysing these 2 sector subgroups, we created a fourth weighting scheme that merged the private and public sector population profiles from the 2020 BEIS estimates.

We have not weighted the cyber sector sample. This is because:

- There was no disproportionate sampling for this survey sample, so corrective weights were not needed
- We compared the profile by size band achieved in this survey to the profile from the earlier Cyber Sectoral Analysis 2022 survey, which was also not weighted. This is the best comparison to indicate whether the sample is skewed in any way, given that it uses the same sample frame and methodology as this survey, and enables us to benchmark the achieved profile against several previous years of data. Both surveys broadly achieved the same profile
- There is no other reliable profile data on the sector

Tables 2.6 to 2.8 show the unweighted and weighted profiles of the data.

---

12 Ahead of the publication of this report, more recent BEIS (2021) business population estimates have been published. We opted not to reweight our data with these updated statistics, as the population profile was not notably different from the previous year. Reweighting would have had a negligible impact on the survey data.
Table 2.7: Unweighted and weighted sample profiles for businesses (excluding industry sectors that contain both private and public sector organisations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Unweighted %</th>
<th>Weighted %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro or small (1–49 staff)</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (49–249 staff)</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (250+ staff)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Unweighted %</th>
<th>Weighted %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administration or real estate</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment, service or membership orgs</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance or insurance</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food or hospitality</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information or communications</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional, scientific or technical</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail or wholesale</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport or storage</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities or production (including manufacturing)</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Unweighted %</th>
<th>Weighted %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire and Humberside</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.8: Unweighted and weighted sample profiles for charities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income band 13</th>
<th>Unweighted %</th>
<th>Weighted %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£0 to under £100,000</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£100,000 to under £500,000</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£500,000 or more</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13 For just under 2 per cent of the charities interviewed, income status was unknown, and these were not weighted by income.
Table 2.9: Unweighted and weighted sample profiles for public sector organisations (using independent weighting scheme) and industry sectors that contain both private and public sector organisations (using merged weighting scheme)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unweighted %</th>
<th>Weighted %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro or small (1–49 staff)</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (49–249 staff)</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (250+ staff)</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sector</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (including academies)</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health, social care or social work (including NHS)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.6 Workforce-level estimates

The following figures in the report are workforce-level estimates rather than employer-level estimates. That is, they show findings as a proportion of the cyber workforce, rather than as a proportion of employers:

- Career pathways into cyber roles outside the cyber sector (Figure 2.3 in the findings report)
- Career pathways into cyber roles in the cyber sector (Figure 2.4)
- Distribution of the cyber sector workforce by specialism (Figure 2.6)
- Diversity estimates in the cyber sector (Figure 3.1)
- Staff turnover estimates in the cyber sector (Section 8.1)

A further figure in the report is calculated as a proportion of all vacancies, rather than as a proportion of all employers with vacancies:

- The proportion of all cyber sector vacancies that are hard-to-fill (Section 6.3)

In all cases, these are weighted estimates, which account for the different number of people working in cyber roles in each organisation sampled in the survey.

Individual outliers in the data can heavily affect these estimates. Therefore, there were two stages of checking for outliers. Firstly, the survey script included soft checks that forced interviewers to revalidate unusually high numeric answers from the respondent (e.g. an unusually high number of employees with neurodiverse conditions or learning disorders) before moving on to the next question. Secondly, the research team manually checked the final data for outliers and recalculated the estimates without these outliers, in order to check the impact they were having on answers.

We did not remove any outliers this year, but we have in the findings report acknowledged the substantial impact that the two large cyber firm respondents this year have on the diversity estimates. There was a similar impact in previous years – these larger firms tend to have a more diverse workforce, and their size means that this diverse workforce has a bigger impact on the overall estimates. For context, we have reported the figures both including these two large firms and excluding them (i.e. the estimate for small and medium enterprises in the cyber sector).
2.7 Rounding of percentages from the survey estimates

In the findings report, the survey data are rounded up to whole percentages. Therefore, in some cases, charts will appear to add to slightly more than 100%. For example, if the calculated estimates for a question are 20.5%, 40.7% and 38.7%, they will show as 21%, 41% and 39%.
3 Qualitative interviews

As well as the survey, Ipsos conducted 29 qualitative in-depth interviews in October and November 2021. This included:

- 16 cyber sector businesses
- 9 medium and large organisations from other sectors (3 with 50+ staff and 6 with 250+ staff)
- 4 recruitment agents, sampled from 3 recruitment agencies, where 2 were specialists in cyber security recruitment and 2 covered recruitment for a wider range of tech roles, including cyber security

The focus on larger organisations is consistent with last year’s study. It reflects the fact that:

- Larger organisations tend to have more sophisticated cyber security needs and are therefore likely to have more acute cyber security skills challenges
- The sample of large organisations achieved in the quantitative survey is relatively small, so it became more important to explore this audience in the remaining research strands

3.1 Sampling and recruitment

Cyber sector businesses and large organisations

The cyber firms and other medium and large organisations were almost entirely recruited from the survey. In 2 cases, DCMS used their contacts to help Ipsos secure interviews with 2 large firms in the cyber sector (who subsequently took part in the survey). The sampling was purposive – Ipsos identified the best organisations to recruit based on their survey responses, with quotas applied to recruit those that had:

- Hard-to-fill job vacancies
- Externally delivered or developed training for those in cyber roles or wider staff
- Staff performing cyber functions with and without relevant qualifications in cyber security
- Taken action to improve their workforce diversity

We also applied broader quotas to ensure a mix of organisations by sector and region (and by size within the cyber sector, where recruitment was not restricted to just larger organisations).

Survey respondents gave permission to be recontacted in the survey. Our specialist recruitment team then emailed and telephoned these respondents inviting them to take part in this follow-up strand. We offered a £50 thank you payment or charity donation to each participant to encourage participation.

Recruitment agents

We sampled recruitment agents in two ways:

- The Ipsos team carried out desk research to find people recruiting for cyber roles online that might be suited to the research. In total, 4 of the 5 interviews were achieved from this approach
- We also carried out snowball recruitment, which involved asking those that had already participated for any other contacts they might have who could also take part

In both cases, we approached these potential participants via email. Upon them agreeing to take part, we asked further screener questions over email, to ensure they were eligible and guide the subsequent
interview. These covered whether they recruited for specific geographic areas, particular roles or specialisms within cyber security, particular levels or grades, and any non-cyber recruitment.

For context, 2 were specialist cyber-only recruiters and 2 covered recruitment for a wide range of tech roles. All 4 recruiters typically focused on non-entry level recruitment (i.e. they did not focus on finding apprentices or graduates).

We offered a £100 thank you payment or charity donation to each participant to encourage participation, with the higher incentive in this case (relative to those recruited from the survey) reflecting that we were cold contacting these participants.

3.2 Fieldwork

The Ipsos research team carried out each interview either over the telephone or virtually via Microsoft Teams. Each interview lasted c.60 minutes.

The topics for discussion were agreed collaboratively between Ipsos and DCMS. Ipsos wrote these up in a topic guide that DCMS approved for use. As a summary, the topics covered in the large organisation and cyber firm interviews included:

- Their main challenges and gaps related to cyber security skills
- Their approaches to training, qualifications and Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
- Recruitment challenges, including hard-to-fill vacancies and assessing competencies
- Perceptions of workforce diversity and actions taken in this area
- Opinions on the Cyber Security Body Of Knowledge (CyBOK)
- Opinions on the UK Cyber Security Council’s Careers Route Map

The topics covered in the recruitment agent interviews were:

- The recruitment pool, and where and how they source applicants
- The diversity of the applicant pool and cyber hiring managers’ attitudes to diversity
- Employers’ recruitment criteria
- Approaches to keeping up to date with industry needs
- Opinions on CyBOK
- Opinions on the UK Cyber Security Council’s Careers Route Map

The full topic guides for each audience are included in Appendices C and D.

3.3 Analysis

Interviews were summarised in an Excel notes template and also recorded for analysis purposes. Throughout fieldwork, the core research team verbally discussed interim findings and outlined areas to focus on in subsequent interviews. DCMS also attended one of these discussions. At the end of fieldwork, we drew out key themes, examples and anonymised quotes to include in the final findings.
4 Job vacancies analysis

Perspective Economics led this strand of the research. While it was carried out concurrently with the quantitative survey, the job data included in the analysis follows on from previous years’ research. The new data for this year focuses on the 2021 calendar year (1 January to 31 December). The data in the previous studies has covered the period from 2016 to 2020, i.e. 4 years of data. Therefore, across both years of the study that have adopted this methodology, we have over 5 years of trend data to examine.

The analysis approach is consistent with last year’s research, which enables us to look at trends over time in the demand for cyber professionals in the UK labour market.

4.1 Methodology

The Burning Glass Technologies definition of cyber job roles

Burning Glass Technologies has been tracking the cyber security job market since 2013. Its database has a basic filter for cyber security job postings based on job titles, required skillsets and certifications. This filter broadly covers, but does not distinguish between, roles that Burning Glass Technologies defines as “core” and “cyber-enabled”. The difference between the two, adapted from the Burning Glass Technologies definition, is as follows:

- Core cyber roles are formally labelled or commonly recognised as cyber security jobs. They have a greater demand for skillsets and tools directly related to cyber security, such as information systems, cryptography, information assurance, network scanners, and security operations. In other words, these are job roles where some aspect of cyber security is the main job function. This would typically include job titles such as Cyber Security Architect, Cyber Security Engineer, Cyber Security Consultant, Security Operations Centre (SOC) Analyst and Penetration Tester.

- Cyber-enabled roles are not formally labelled or commonly recognised as cyber security jobs but require cyber security skills. Alongside cyber security skills, they demand more general IT and business skills, such as project management, risk assessment, network engineering, SQL, system administration, and technical support. This might be because the job requires light-touch knowledge and application of technical cyber security skills (e.g. for IT Technicians or Governance, Regulation and Compliance roles) or because the job role includes cyber security functions among other things (e.g. Network Engineers whose role is broader than just network security). Typical job titles, other than those already mentioned, include Computer Support, IT Support Analyst and Applications Analyst.

It is important to note that both sets of job roles typically require a mix of technical and non-technical cyber security skills, so these cannot simply be differentiated as technical vs. non-technical jobs in cyber security.

---

14 This work was carried out using the Burning Glass Technologies Labour Insight tool: https://www.burning-glass.com/products/labor-insight/.
Improving on the Burning Glass Technologies standard cyber security filter

Using the Burning Glass Technologies cyber security filter suggests that there were 153,192 cyber security job postings in the UK in 2021. However, we know that this filter is incomplete for the purposes of our analysis:

- It is important to have a more granular split between core and cyber-enabled roles. While the Burning Glass Technologies filter aims to cover both, it does not distinguish between the two

- Furthermore, it is common for cyber security job titles to have multiple or inconsistent meanings within the cyber sector and across sectors. For example, a “Security Lead” could refer to cyber security or to physical security. A “Risk Analyst” could refer to someone in cyber security or in the finance sector. This means that the Burning Glass Technologies filter could both exclude jobs that are cyber security jobs (false negatives) and include jobs that do not, in fact, include any cyber functions (false positives)

For this and the previous studies, Perspective Economics has sought to identify cyber security job postings in the UK using a more tailored and systematic approach than is applied by Burning Glass Technologies’ standard filter. Our approach has clear inclusion and exclusion criteria and can be replicated. We sought to exclude common words and roles that might generate misleading findings, e.g. removing words such as “financial”, “fire” or “CCTV” (indicating a different type of analyst or security role). We also excluded roles that mentioned “cyber security” but would be unlikely to employ core or cyber-enabled skillsets, such as sales, recruitment or human resources roles. Finally, we systematically remove trainee positions whereby there is no clear known employer, e.g. an advertisement for a cyber security training programme with no known job outcome.

In order to develop this approach, we undertook the following iterative steps:

1. Initial identification of more granular search terms to use on the Burning Glass Technologies platform (which we aligned to the Cyber Security Body Of Knowledge, or CyBOK).
2. Extracting an initial dataset from Burning Glass Technologies with granular level job postings, using the identified inclusion/exclusion terms from step 1.
3. Reviewing the initial output and refining the inclusion/exclusion terms before extracting a second dataset from Burning Glass Technologies using the refined terms.
4. Supplementing the second dataset with Burning Glass Technologies’ own cyber security filter, which we used to distinguish between core cyber roles and cyber-enabled roles.
5. Confirming the final number of job postings within scope for this analysis (using the final, refined search strategy) with DCMS.

These steps have remained consistent across both the 2020 and 2021 studies.

In 2021, our revised search criteria yielded 53,144 core cyber security roles, and a further 100,048 cyber-enabled roles. In total this comes to 153,048 job postings in scope for this strand (compared to Burning Glass Technologies’ own 108,246 job postings yielded from the cyber security filter).

We have included the final inclusion/exclusion criteria in Appendix E.
4.2 Metrics analysed

The analysis took advantage of the following data outputs from the Burning Glass Technologies database:

- The number of cyber security job postings in the UK, including a time-series analysis of the number of job postings posted each month over the last year
- The industry sectors of the employers seeking people in cyber roles
- The geographic locations across the UK for these job postings
- Advertised job titles (to analyse the job roles most in demand)
- Job descriptions (to analyse the skills, experience, education, and qualifications being requested)
- The salaries or salary ranges being offered in these job postings

The analysis of the overall number of job postings also considers the changes in the market over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic. The separately published findings report includes a comparison between cyber security roles, digital roles, and the broader UK labour market (in terms of the decline and recovery in job postings).

4.3 Strengths and limitations of the methodology

This methodology adds a great deal of insight to the quantitative survey data, particularly around the geographical clustering of job postings. It also reinforces the survey findings in many areas, adding another layer of credibility to this data.

A summary of the advantages of this approach is as follows:

- **Volume and granularity** – we are able to analyse over 663,000 job postings from the last c.5 years (September 2016 to December 2021 incorporating previous years' datasets), exploring the specific jobs, skills, and qualifications in demand. It can also drill down into areas such as the specific coding languages being sought. This method can uncover geographic clustering (down to specific towns and cities) of high demand and skills shortages for cyber professionals

- **Real-time analysis** – the highly up-to-date data on Burning Glass Technologies can provide insight into the labour market at that given moment in time. By contrast, survey statistics and other secondary data are typically several months or years old, and they are not regularly updated. This is especially important given the fast-moving nature of cyber security and the evolving demand for skills

- **Strong coverage** – the Burning Glass Technologies platform scrapes more than 40,000 online data sources. Online postings reflect an estimated 85 per cent of jobs posted in the labour market (versus, e.g. print media)

However, the findings are based solely on job postings recorded on the Burning Glass Technologies platform. This means that the data comes with the following limitations:

- **Selection bias** – Burning Glass Technologies only scrapes free-to-use job sites, which potentially leaves an (unknown) risk of bias if major employers are using closed platforms to post jobs, or other ways of recruiting such as networking and word-of-mouth. However, we believe this is offset by both the high volume and high coverage of the data that is available. This data still gives a strong insight into the trends and patterns in the labour market
• **Interpretation of job roles** – the Burning Glass Technologies interpretation of cyber security jobs is reliant upon their definition, based on the skills, job titles and qualifications expected for cyber roles. There is a risk that some roles within their interpretation may not truly be considered a cyber role (e.g. administrative staff working in the NHS responsible for document shredding, flagged as “Information Security”). This is the most substantial risk associated with this methodology and is why we have opted not to use the Burning Glass Technologies filter for our analysis, but instead to adopt a more bespoke search strategy, with the tailored inclusion/exclusion terms. These search terms reduce the risk of including non-cyber roles (false positives) within the analysis.

### 4.4 Presentation of percentages

In the findings report, we typically show the percentages from the job vacancies analysis to 1 decimal place. This is because, unlike the survey estimates, they are based on the entirety of the secondary dataset, rather than a survey sample – they are, therefore, not estimates with margins of error.

Some of the metrics covered by the Burning Glass dataset will have varying sample sizes. For example, whilst all roles will have a job title, there are other measures that can be less complete such as salary brackets or employer (where the advertisement is through a recruiter). Where the sample size is lower than the number of job postings, we set out the size of the underlying sample for each measure accordingly (i.e. in any charts).
5 Supply side analysis

Perspective Economics led this strand of the research. It replicated the methodology used on the 2021 cyber recruitment pool research to estimate the overall size of the current recruitment pool, as well as those likely to be entering the pool within the next 12 months (across 2022). In addition, this strand produces further statistics on the characteristics of the recruitment pool, in terms of:

- Demographic diversity
- The geographic location of graduates
- Their educational and occupational backgrounds (e.g. based on course titles)
- Their salary bands
- An estimation of inflows into and outflows from the recruitment pool, informing a calculation of the overall cyber workforce gap (the annual shortfall of people working in cyber roles)

5.1 Overview of metrics and data sources

Table 5.1 covers the full list of secondary data sources used in this strand and the time periods covered.

Table 5.1: Data sources for supply side analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>UK region covered</th>
<th>Time period covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Further education data</td>
<td>Number of (Degree) Apprenticeships</td>
<td>Department for Education (DfE)</td>
<td>England only</td>
<td>2018/19 academic year (unchanged since the previous report)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of courses and students enrolled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher education data (currently enrolled students)</td>
<td>Number of courses and higher education institutions</td>
<td>Higher Education Statistics Authority (HESA) and Jisc bespoke data requests, (specifically HESA Student Record data)</td>
<td>UK-wide (England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland)</td>
<td>2019/20 academic year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of students enrolled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Course titles and providers (by undergraduate and postgraduate level)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location (domicile, location of study, and location within 9 months of graduating)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demographics (gender identity, ethnicity, state school marker, age)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2  Cyber workforce gap calculation

The calculation of the cyber workforce gap involves the following constituent parts:

- Part A – an estimate of the additional annual demand for people in cyber security roles (beyond the current workforce)
- Part B – an estimate of inflows into the cyber security labour market (the number of new entrants into the market)
- Part C – an estimate of outflows from the cyber security labour market (the number of people exiting the market)

The calculation itself is as follows: $A - B + C$

The rest of this section lays out how each constituent part is calculated and the key assumptions and limitations of the calculation. The actual calculation and figures for each of the constituent parts is included in Chapter 10 of the findings report.
Part A – an estimate of the additional annual demand for people in cyber security roles

This first step in this estimation involves the creation of a midpoint estimate for the size of the current cyber security recruitment pool. We do this by creating a low-end reasonable estimate and a high-end (maximum) reasonable estimate and taking the midpoint of these 2 figures.

We have based the low-end reasonable estimate on a baseline figure for the 2016 workforce (created by the Tech Partnership in 2017).

- The previous recruitment pool research applied a 14 per cent average annual growth rate to this figure for each year up to the end of 2020, based on the growth of the cyber sector workforce as measured in successive DCMS Cyber Sectoral Analyses (published regularly since 2017)
- For estimating workforce growth from 2020 to 2021, we use the 13 per cent growth rate in the most recent Cyber Sectoral Analysis 2022

We have based the high-end (maximum) reasonable estimate on available job vacancies data from the Burning Glass Technologies database (covered in Chapter 7 of the findings report) and data on the number of full-time equivalents (FTEs) in the cyber sector (from the Cyber Sectoral Analysis 2022).

- We use job vacancies data to calculate the ratio of core cyber job roles to cyber-enabled job roles (as defined in Chapter 7 of the findings report). This is assumed to be equivalent to the ratio of cyber roles within the cyber sector to those outside the cyber sector. In other words, this ratio is assumed to tell us, for each person employed in a cyber role within the cyber sector, how many are employed in a cyber role in the wider economy
- We apply this ratio to the number of FTEs working within the cyber sector, to estimate the number of FTEs in cyber roles outside the cyber sector

We then reapply the 13 per cent growth rate in FTEs from the Cyber Sectoral Analysis 2022, to estimate the additional annual demand for 2022.

Part B – an estimate of inflows into the cyber security labour market

This is the sum of the following estimates covered in the findings report:

- The latest (2019/20) data on people graduating from higher education courses in cyber security
- The latest (2019/20) data on people graduating from higher education courses in computer science
- The latest (2018/19) data on people completing relevant further education courses – taken directly from the 2021 cyber recruitment pool research, as no new data has been published
- The latest (2018/19) data on people completing relevant apprenticeships – taken directly from the 2021 cyber recruitment pool research, as no new data has been published
- An estimation of people completing other certified training or private training courses that enable them to transition to cyber security roles (e.g. from current roles in IT) – taken directly from the 2021 cyber recruitment pool research, as we do not expect this to have significantly changed
Part C – an estimate of outflows from the cyber security labour market

We use the survey estimate of the proportion of people leaving the cyber sector (covered in Chapter 8 of the findings report) and extrapolate this to the entire cyber security workforce (within and outside the cyber sector). Applying this survey estimate to our midpoint estimate for the size of the current cyber security recruitment pool, we calculate the expected number of people who will be leaving the cyber workforce in 2022.

Key assumptions and limitations

The estimate of the workforce gap inevitably makes various assumptions, which are necessitated by the limitations of the available data:

- In calculating the size of the current cyber security recruitment pool, we create a high-end (maximum) estimate based on the number of FTEs within the cyber sector. In practice, not all the FTEs within the cyber sector are people working in cyber roles. They will also include a number of people in non-cyber roles (e.g. in diversified companies that offer cyber and non-cyber products and services), as well as administrative staff. Nevertheless, this number provides a good starting point for a high-end estimate.
- To estimate the additional annual demand for 2022, we have assumed that the growth rate of the cyber sector in 2022 will match the growth rate in 2021. This is, nonetheless, in line with the growth trend for the past few years.
- To calculate the ratio of cyber security employees within the cyber sector to those outside the cyber sector, we have assumed that the core cyber security job vacancies, as defined in Chapter 7 of the findings report, are predominantly to fill roles within the cyber sector. This is done on the broad basis that the cyber sector has the greatest demand for people with these high-level technical cyber skills, over and above other economic sectors. In addition, we have assumed that cyber-enabled job vacancies (as defined in Chapter 7) predominantly represent the people employed in cyber security outside the cyber sector. In practice, organisations outside the cyber sector will also employ people in core cyber roles, to a lesser extent.
Appendix A: 2022 questionnaire

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS IN CAPS
ROUTING/SCRIPTING/TEXT SUBSTITUTION INSTRUCTIONS (I.E. EVERYTHING THAT WILL NOT APPEAR ON THE INTERVIEWER SCREEN) IN RED CAPS
QUESTION/NEW SCREEN LABELS IN BOLD CAPS

GENERAL BUSINESSES OR PUBLIC SECTOR (SAMPLE S_TYPE=1)
CHARITIES (SAMPLE S_TYPE=2)
CYBER SECTOR BUSINESSES (SAMPLE S_TYPE=3)

Introduction

SHOW IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT (CATI)
CATIINTRO
Is this the head office for [SAMPLE S_CONAME]?

IF NOT THE HEAD OFFICE, ASK TO BE TRANSFERRED AND RESTART

Hello, my name is … from Ipsos, the independent research organisation. We are conducting a survey on behalf of the UK Government Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport about cyber skills. This is an annual survey used to collect government statistics. It is relevant for all types of organisations.

SAMPLE S_FREENUMTEXT

SAMPLE S_RESPTEXTSUB

Would you be happy to take part in an interview? This should take around 15 minutes for the average organisation, and will be shorter for smaller organisations.

ADD IF NECESSARY:
- The survey will help inform government policy on how it can best help organisations like yours to address their skills and recruitment needs.
- As a thank you, we can send you an infographic summary of last year’s findings, and a government help card with the latest official cyber security guidance for organisations. These would get emailed to you as soon as you complete the survey.

ADD DEFINITION OF CYBER SECURITY IF NECESSARY:
- By cyber security, I mean any strategy, processes, practices or technologies that organisations have in place to protect their networks, computers, programs, the data they hold, or the services they provide, from unauthorised access, harm or misuse.

REASSURANCES IF NECESSARY:
- Details of the survey are on the GOV.UK website at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/understanding-the-uk-cyber-security-labour-market
- You can also Google the term “Understanding the UK cyber security labour market” to find the same link yourself.
- SAMPLE S_INTROTX

SHOW IF ONLINE RESPONDENT (WEB)
INTROSCREEN
Thank you for taking part in this confidential Ipsos survey about cyber skills.

IF NON-CYBER SECTOR (SAMPLE S_TYPE=1-2): This survey should be completed by the senior person at your organisation with the most knowledge or responsibility for your cyber security? If you outsource cyber security, this would be the person within your organisation responsible for managing that contract.

IF CYBER SECTOR (SAMPLE S_TYPE=3): This survey should be completed by a senior person in the business who oversees recruitment and training, such as a director or owner.
Participation in the survey is voluntary and you can change your mind at any time. To check the survey is legitimate and to view Ipsos’ privacy policy, you can visit LINK TO BE CONFIRMED. You can also Google the term “Understanding the UK cyber security labour market” to find the same link yourself.

Reassurance email

SHOW IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT (CATI)
REASSURANCE_EMAIL
READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT (CATI) AND WANTS REASSURANCE EMAIL
Just so you know, this email has more information about the survey and gives you a unique link to complete all or part of the survey online, if you prefer this.

STANDARD OPTIONS TO SEND REASSURANCE EMAIL

Consent

ASK IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT (CATI)
Q1w.CONSENTA
Before we start, I just want to clarify that participation in the survey is confidential and voluntary. Results of the survey will be anonymised and not attributable to you. You can change your mind at any time. Are you happy to proceed with the interview?

If you would like to read the privacy policy before we continue, I can give you the link. If you're happy to proceed we'll continue.

ADD IF NECESSARY: You can access the privacy policy on our website at: LINK TO BE CONFIRMED

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
CODE 2 CLOSES SURVEY

ASK IF ONLINE RESPONDENT (WEB)
Q1x.ONLINERESP
IF NON-CYBER SECTOR (SAMPLE S_TYPE=1-2): Before we get started, can you confirm you are the senior person with most responsibility for your organisation’s own cyber security?

IF CYBER SECTOR (SAMPLE S_TYPE=3): Before we get started, can you confirm you are one of the following:

- a senior director in the business
- a member of the executive team (e.g. a Chief Executive)
- a senior member of the team within your business that offers cyber security products or services.

SINGLE CODE
Yes – a senior person
No

ASK IF CYBER SECTOR BUSINESS (SAMPLE S_TYPE=3)
Q1y.CONSENTEC
Your business may have taken part in an Ipsos survey for DCMS in May, June or July 2021, which was about understanding the UK cyber sector. We can reuse your answers from that survey in this one to make it much shorter. To do this, we would have to match your business details across both surveys. Are you happy for us to do this?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF THEY SAY NO, REITERATE THAT THIS IS SO WE CAN AVOID ASKING THEM TO REPEAT THEIR ANSWERS IN THE PREVIOUS SURVEY.

SINGLE CODE
Yes – reuse
No – don’t reuse
 Didn’t take part in previous survey

DUMMY VARIABLE NOT ASKED
Q1z.CONSENTCDUM
Organisational profile

READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND NOT SKIPPING QUESTIONS (CATI AND CONSENTCDUM NOT CODE 1)

PROFILEINTRO
First, some questions about your organisation as a whole.

ASK IF BUSINESS OR PUBLIC SECTOR (SAMPLE S_TYPE=1)
Q1.TYPEX
Is your organisation …?

READ OUT
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF THEY HAVE A SOCIAL PURPOSE BUT STILL MAKE A PROFIT (E.G. PRIVATE PROVIDER OF HEALTH OR SOCIAL CARE) CODE AS CODE 1

SINGLE CODE
Mainly seeking to make a profit
A social enterprise
A government-financed body or public sector organisation
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

DUMMY VARIABLE NOT ASKED
Q1a.TYPEXDUM
Is your organisation …?

SINGLE CODE
IF SAMPLE S_TYPE=1 AND TYPEX CODES 1, 2 OR DK: Private sector
IF SAMPLE S_TYPE=2 OR TYPEX CODE 3: Charity
IF SAMPLE S_TYPE=1 AND TYPEX CODE 4: Public sector
IF SAMPLE S_TYPE=3: Cyber sector

SCRIPT TO BASE BUSINESS/CHARITY [director/trustee] AND [turnover/income] AND [staff/staff or volunteers] TEXT SUBSTITUTIONS ON TYPEXDUM (USE CHARITY TEXT IF TYPEXDUM CODE 2, ELSE BUSINESS TEXT)

ASK IF NOT SKIPPING QUESTIONS (CONSENTCDUM NOT CODE 1)
Q2.SIZEA
ASK IF NOT CHARITY OR PUBLIC SECTOR (TYPEXDUM CODES 1, 4 OR 5)
Including yourself, how many employees work in your organisation across the UK as a whole?

ADD IF NECESSARY: By that we mean both full-time and part-time employees on your payroll, as well as any working proprietors or owners in the UK.

ASK IF CHARITY (TYPEXDUM CODE 2)
Including yourself, how many employees, volunteers and trustees working in your organisation across the UK as a whole?

ADD IF NECESSARY: By that we mean both full-time and part-time employees on your payroll, as well as people who regularly volunteer for your organisation in the UK. This does not include operations outside the UK.

ASK IF LOCAL AUTHORITY (SAMPLE S_LASTATUS=1 OR 2 AND TYPEXDUM CODE 3)
Including yourself, how many employees and council members are there in your organisation?

ASK IF OTHER PUBLIC SECTOR (SAMPLE S_LASTATUS≠1 OR 2 AND TYPEXDUM CODE 3)
Including yourself, how many employees work in your organisation? For example, if you were working in an NHS Trust, we want to know how many people work in that Trust, not the NHS as a whole.

PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE BEFORE CODING DK
WRITE IN RANGE 2 TO 99,999
(.SOFT CHECK IF >9,999)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
WEB: I am the sole trader CLOSE SURVEY IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4)
CATI: Respondent is sole trader CLOSE SURVEY IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4)

ASK IF DON’T KNOW SIZE OF ORGANISATION (SIZEA CODE DK)
Q3.SIZE
ASK IF NOT CHARITY OR PUBLIC SECTOR (TYPEXDUM CODES 1, 4 OR 5)
Which of these best represents the number of employees working in your organisation across the UK as a whole, including yourself?
ASK IF CHARITY (TYPEXDUM CODE 2)
Which of these best represents the number of employees, volunteers and trustees working in your organisation across the UK as a whole, including yourself?
ASK IF LOCAL AUTHORITY (SAMPLE S_LASTATUS=1 OR 2 AND TYPEXDUM CODE 3)
Which of these best represents the number of employees and council members in your organisation, including yourself?
ASK IF OTHER PUBLIC SECTOR (SAMPLE S_LASTATUS≠1 OR 2 AND TYPEXDUM CODE 3)
Which of these best represents the number of employees working in your organisation across the UK as a whole, including yourself?
PROBE FULLY, I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT RESPONSE

SINGLE CODE
Under 10
10 to 49
50 to 249
250 to 999
1,000 or more

DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

DUMMY VARIABLE NOT ASKED
Q3a.SIZE
Which of these best represents the number of employees, volunteers and trustees working in your organisation, including yourself?

SINGLE CODE, MERGE RESPONSES FROM SAMPLE S_SECTORALSIZE, SIZEA AND SIZEB
Under 10
10 to 49
50 to 249
250 to 999
1,000 or more

DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF IDBR SAMPLE BUT SELF-IDENTIFY AS CHARITY IN QUESTIONNAIRE (SAMPLE S_TYPE=1 AND TYPEXDUM CODE 2)
Q4.SALES
In the financial year just gone, what was the approximate income of your organisation across the UK as a whole?
PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE BEFORE CODING DK

WRITE IN RANGE £0+
(SOFT CHECK IF <£1,000 OR >£50,000,000)

DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF DON’T KNOW NUMERIC TURNOVER OF ORGANISATION (SALES CODE DK OR REF)
Q5.SALESB
Which of these best represents the income of your organisation across the UK as a whole in the financial year just gone?
PROBE FULLY, I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT RESPONSE

SINGLE CODE
£0 to under £10,000
£10,000 to under £100,000
£100,000 to under £500,000
£500,000 to under £5 million
£5 million or more
DO NOT READ OUT: Don't know
DO NOT READ OUT: Refused

DUMMY VARIABLE NOT ASKED
Q5a.SALES
Which of these best represents the income of your organisation across the UK as a whole in the financial year just gone?

SINGLE CODE, MERGE RESPONSES FROM SAMPLE S_INCOMEBAND, SALES A AND SALES B
£0 to under £10,000
£10,000 to under £100,000
£100,000 to under £500,000
£500,000 to under £5 million
£5 million or more
Don't know
Refused

Q6.DEFINE DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

Outsourcing

ASK IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPXDUM NOT CODE 4)
Q7.OUTSOURCE
Are any aspects of your cyber security handled by individuals or organisations outside your own organisation? This does not include software firms providing technical support or security updates for their own applications, such as Microsoft updates to Office 365.
ADD IF NECESSARY: This may include a service provider that manages your IT or network, or helps you recover from cyber incidents.
DO NOT READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don't know

READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND OUTSOURCE (CATI AND OUTSOURCE CODE 1)
OUTSOURCEINTRO
I'd now like to ask a few more questions about this outsourcing.

Q8.HOWMUCH DELETED IN 2020

Q9.REASONOUT DELETED IN 2020

Q10.INVESTOUT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

Q11.INVESTOUTB DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

Q12.OUTVALUES DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

ASK IF OUTSOURCE (OUTSOURCE CODE 1)
Q13.WHATOUT
Which of the following aspects of cyber security are covered by your outsourced provider or providers?
READ OUT

CATI: ASK AS A GRID
WEB: ASK AS A CAROUSEL
RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER BUT KEEP i LAST

a. Setting up firewalls
b. Choosing secure settings for devices or software
c. Controlling which users have IT or admin rights
d. Detecting and removing malware on the organisation’s devices
e. Keeping software up to date
f. Restricting what software can run on the organisation’s devices

g. Creating back-ups of your files and data

h. Incident response or recovery

i. Any higher-level functions, which could include things like:
   - security engineering or architecture
   - penetration testing
   - using threat intelligence tools
   - forensic analysis
   - interpreting malicious code
   - or using tools to monitor user activity

j. An external Security Operations Centre

SINGLE CODE
Yes, outsourced
No, not outsourced

DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF OUTSOURCE HIGHER-LEVEL FUNCTIONS (WHATOUTi CODE 1)

Q14.WHATHIGHER
Which of the following specific higher-level functions are covered by your outsourced provider or providers?

READ OUT

ASK AS A GRID

RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER BUT KEEP q LAST

- Designing secure networks, systems and application architectures
- Penetration testing
- Using cyber threat intelligence tools or platforms
- Carrying out forensic analysis of cyber security breaches
- Interpreting malicious code, or the results shown after running anti-virus software
- Using tools to monitor user activity

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No

DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

Q15.DEALINGOUT DELETED IN 2020

Q16.PERFORMOUT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

Workforce size

READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND NOT CYBER SECTOR (CATI AND TYPXDUM NOT CODE 4)

WORKFORCEINTRO
Now I’d like to ask some questions about you and others within your organisation.

SHOW IF ONLINE RESPONDENT AND NOT CYBER SECTOR (WEB AND TYPXDUM NOT CODE 4)

WORKFORCESCREEN
The following questions are about you and others within your organisation.

Q16a.TITLE DELETED IN 2021

ASK IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPXDUM NOT CODE 4)

Q17.TEAM
Within your organisation, how many people, including yourself, are directly involved in managing or running your organisation’s cyber security? [IF OUTSOURCE (OUTSOURCE CODE 1): This includes whoever deals with your outsourced provider.]

WRITE IN RANGE 1 TO [SIZEA OR TOP END OF SIZEB] OR [99 IF SIZE=DK]

IF MICRO (SIZEA CODE<10 OR SIZEB CODE 1): (SOFT CHECK IF >3)

IF SMALL (SIZEA 9<CODE<50 OR SIZEB CODE 2): (SOFT CHECK IF >9)

IF MEDIUM (SIZEA 49<CODE<250 OR SIZEB CODE 3): (SOFT CHECK IF >9)

IF LARGE (SIZEA 249<CODE OR [SIZEB CODES 4 TO 5 OR DK]): (SOFT CHECK IF >30)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don't know

ASK IF CYBER SECTOR, NOT SOLE TRADER AND NOT SKIPPING QUESTIONS (SIZEA NOT SOLE TRADER CODE AND CONSENTCDUM CODE 2)

Q17a.CYBERSIZE
How many of your VALUE AT SIZEA OR SIZEB EXCEPT IF SIZEB CODE DK employees are working in cyber security roles? By that we mean anyone involved in the development, sales or delivery of cyber security products or services.
PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE BEFORE CODING DON'T KNOW

WRITE IN RANGE 1 TO SIZEA OR TOP END OF SIZEB, OTHERWISE 99,999
(SOFT CHECK IF >9,999)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don't know

ASK IF DON'T KNOW EXACT NUMBER OF CYBER STAFF (CYBERSIZE CODE DK)

Q17b.CYBERSIZEB
Are there approximately …?
PROBE FULLY (I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT ANSWER)

SINGLE CODE AND ONLY SHOW CODES AT OR UNDER CODE AT SIZEA OR SIZEB
1 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 29
30 to 49
50 to 249
250 to 499
500 to 999
1,000 or more
DO NOT READ OUT: Don't know

DUMMY VARIABLE NOT ASKED

Q17c.CYBERSIZEDUM
How many of your employees are working in cyber security roles?

MERGE RESPONSES FROM SAMPLE S_SECTORALCYBERSIZE AND CYBERSIZE, AND SIZEA IF SOLE TRADER
WRITE IN RANGE 1 TO 99,999
Don't know

DUMMY VARIABLE NOT ASKED

Q17d.CYBERSIZEBDUM
How many of your employees are working in cyber security roles?

SINGLE CODE, MERGE RESPONSES FROM SAMPLE S_SECTORALCYBERSIZE, S_SECTORALCYBERSIZEB, CYBERSIZE AND CYBERSIZEB, AND SIZEA IF SOLE TRADER
1 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 29
30 to 49
50 to 249
250 to 499
500 to 999
1,000 or more
Don't know

ASK IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPXDUM NOT CODE 4)

Q18.PATHWAY
ASK IF ONE PERSON (TEAM=1): How did you enter this role dealing with cyber security within your organisation?
ASK IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON (TEAM>1 OR DK): Of all the [TEAM] people directly involved in cyber security within your organisation, how many entered this role in each of the following ways?
WEB: Please write the number next to each category.
READ OUT
IF ONE PERSON (TEAM=1): INTERVIEWER NOTE: CODE “1” AT RELEVANT RESPONSE
ASK AS A GRID
- a. Absorbing this role into an ongoing non-cyber security related role
- b. Recruited internally into a cyber-specific role
- c. Recruited externally from a non-cyber security related previous role
- d. Recruited externally from a previous role in cyber security
- e. As a career starter, for example a graduate or apprentice

WRITE IN RANGE 1 TO TEAM OR [99 IF TEAM=DK] FOR EACH STATEMENT
HARD CHECK IF TOTAL ACROSS STATEMENTS >TEAM
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND CYBER SECTOR AND MORE THAN ONE PERSON IN A CYBER ROLE (CATI AND CYBERSIZEDUM≠1)

CYBERINTRO
Now we would like to ask some questions about the people working in cyber security roles within your organisation, including you.
IF SKIPPING QUESTIONS (CONSENTCDUM CODE 1): In the previous survey you took part in, we recorded that this was [CYBERSIZEDUM OR CYBERSIZEBDUM] employees.

SHOW IF ONLINE RESPONDENT AND CYBER SECTOR AND MORE THAN ONE PERSON IN A CYBER ROLE (WEB AND CYBERSIZEDUM≠1)

CYBERSCREEN
Now we would like to ask some questions about the people working in cyber security roles within your organisation, including you.
IF SKIPPING QUESTIONS (CONSENTCDUM CODE 1): In the previous survey you took part in, we recorded that this was [CYBERSIZEDUM OR CYBERSIZEBDUM] employees.

ASK IF CYBER SECTOR AND MORE THAN ONE PERSON IN A CYBER ROLE (CYBERSIZEDUM≠1)

Q18a.CYBERSENIOR
Of all these [CYBERSIZEDUM OR CYBERSIZEBDUM] employees, how many are principal or director-level staff? These staff typically have around 6 or more years of experience.

WRITE IN RANGE 1 TO CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM FOR EACH STATEMENT
HARD CHECK IF TOTAL ACROSS STATEMENTS >CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

DUMMY VARIABLE NOT ASKED

Q18x.CYBERSENIORDUM
How many are principal or director-level staff?

SINGLE CODE
IF CYBERSIZEDUM=1, CODE 1
OTHERWISE MERGE RESPONSES FROM CYBERSENIOR

ASK IF SMALL CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZEBDUM CODES 1 TO 3)

Q18b.PATHWAYNUM
IF ONE PERSON IN A CYBER ROLE (CYBERSIZEDUM=1): Did you enter this role in any of the following ways?
IF MORE THAN ONE (CYBERSIZEDUM≠1): Of all the [CYBERSIZEDUM OR CYBERSIZEBDUM] employees working in cyber security roles, including you, how many entered this role in each of the following ways?
WEB: Please write the number next to each category.
READ OUT

ASK AS A GRID
- a. Recruited or joined from a non-cyber security related previous role
- b. Recruited or joined from a previous role in cyber security
- c. As a career starter, for example a graduate or apprentice

WRITE IN RANGE 1 TO CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM FOR EACH STATEMENT
HARD CHECK IF TOTAL ACROSS STATEMENTS >CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF LARGE CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZEBDUM CODES 4 TO DK)
Q18c. PATHWAYPER
Of all the [CYBERSIZEDUM OR CYBERSIZEBDUM] employees working in cyber security roles, including you, roughly what percentage entered this role in each of the following ways?
READ OUT
PROBE FULLY (I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT ANSWER)

ASK AS A GRID
- a. Recruited or joined from a non-cyber security related previous role
- b. Recruited or joined from a previous role in cyber security
- c. As a career starter, for example a graduate or apprentice

SINGLE CODE
None of them
Under a quarter
More than a quarter, under a half
More than a half, under three-quarters
More than three-quarters, but not all
All of them (i.e. 100%)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF SMALL CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZEBDUM CODES 1 TO 3)
Q18d. JOBROLENUM
IF ONE PERSON IN A CYBER ROLE (CYBERSIZEDUM=1): Do you specialise in any of the following roles?
ADD IF NECESSARY: If you work across multiple roles, this would be the role in which you spend most of your time.
IF MORE THAN ONE (CYBERSIZEDUM≠1): Of all the [CYBERSIZEDUM OR CYBERSIZEBDUM] employees working in cyber security roles, including you, how many specialise in any of the following roles?
ADD IF NECESSARY: If they work across multiple roles, this would be the role in which they spend most of your time.
WEB: Please write the number next to each category.
READ OUT

ASK AS A GRID
RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER BUT KEEP h LAST
- a. Security governance, risk, compliance and legal
- b. Network security (i.e. networks and firewalls)
- c. System security (i.e. operating systems and patching)
- d. Penetration testing
- e. Security architecture
- f. Security operations (e.g. intrusion detection)
- g. Incident management, response and recovery
- h. A generalist cyber security role

WRITE IN RANGE 1 TO CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM FOR EACH STATEMENT
HARD CHECK IF TOTAL ACROSS STATEMENTS >CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF LARGE CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZEBDUM CODES 4 TO DK)
Q18e. JOBROLEPER
Of all the [CYBERSIZEDUM OR CYBERSIZEBDUM] employees working in cyber security roles, including you, roughly what percentage specialise in any of the following roles?
READ OUT
PROBE FULLY (I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT ANSWER)

ASK AS A GRID
RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER BUT KEEP h LAST
- a. Security governance, risk, compliance and legal
- b. Network security (i.e. networks and firewalls)
- c. System security (i.e. operating systems and patching)
- d. Penetration testing
- e. Security architecture
- f. Security operations (e.g. intrusion detection)
- g. Incident management, response and recovery
h. A generalist cyber security role

SINGLE CODE
None of them
Under a quarter
More than a quarter, under a half
More than a half, under three-quarters
More than three-quarters, but not all
All of them (i.e. 100%)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

Workforce diversity

Q19.DIVERSITY

READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND CYBER SECTOR (CATI AND TYPEXDUM CODE 4)

DIVERSITY INTRO
These next questions help the government to measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector. The answers won’t be linked to your business.

SHOW IF ONLINE RESPONDENT AND CYBER SECTOR (WEB AND TYPEXDUM CODE 4)

DIVERSITY SCREEN
These next questions help the government to measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector. The answers won’t be linked to your business.

ASK IF SMALL CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZE BDUM CODES 1 TO 3)

Q19a.FEMALE NUM
Of all the [CYBERSIZE BDUM OR CYBERSIZE BDUM] employees working in cyber security roles, how many are female?

ADD IF NECESSARY: The answers won’t be linked to your business. They will be aggregated across all interviews, to help us measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector.

WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEDUM
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF SMALL CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZE BDUM CODES 1 TO 3)

Q19b.BAME NUM
How many are from ethnic minority backgrounds?

ADD IF NECESSARY: The answers won’t be linked to your business. They will be aggregated across all interviews, to help us measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector.

WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEDUM
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF SMALL CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZE BDUM CODES 1 TO 3)

Q19x.DISABILITY NUM
How many have a disability? That is, any long-standing illness, condition or impairment, which causes difficulty with day-to-day activities.

ADD IF NECESSARY: The answers won’t be linked to your business. They will be aggregated across all interviews, to help us measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector.

WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEDUM
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF SMALL CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZE BDUM CODES 1 TO 3)

Q19c.NEURO NUM
How many have neurodiverse conditions or learning disorders, such as autism, Asperger syndrome, dyslexia, dyspraxia and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)?

ADD IF NECESSARY: The answers won’t be linked to your business. They will be aggregated across all interviews, to help us measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector.
WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO CYBERSIZEDUM OR TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

Q20.DIVERSITYB DELETED IN 2020

ASK IF LARGE CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZEBDUM CODES 4 TO DK)
Q20a.FEMALEPER
Of all the [CYBERSIZEDUM OR CYBERSIZEBDUM] employees working in cyber security roles, roughly what percentage are female?
PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE BEFORE CODING DON’T KNOW
ADD IF NECESSARY: The answers won’t be linked to your business. They will be aggregated across all interviews, to help us measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector.

WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO 100
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF CAN’T SAY EXACT PERCENTAGE (FEMALEPER CODE DK OR REF)
Q20b.FEMALEPERB
Is it … ?
PROBE FULLY (I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT ANSWER)

SINGLE CODE
None of them
Under a quarter
More than a quarter, under a half
More than a half, under three-quarters
More than three-quarters, but not all
All of them (i.e. 100%)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF LARGE CYBER SECTOR (TYPXDUM CODE 4 AND CYBERSIZEBDUM CODES 4 TO DK)
Q20c.BAMEPER
Roughly what proportion are from ethnic minority backgrounds?
PROBE FULLY (I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT ANSWER)
ADD IF NECESSARY: The answers won’t be linked to your business. They will be aggregated across all interviews, to help us measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector.

SINGLE CODE
None of them
Under a quarter
More than a quarter, under a half
More than a half, under three-quarters
More than three-quarters, but not all
All of them (i.e. 100%)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF LARGE CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZEBDUM CODES 4 TO DK)
Q20d.DISABILITYPER
Roughly what proportion have a disability? That is, any long-standing illness, condition or impairment, which causes difficulty with day-to-day activities.
ADD IF NECESSARY: The answers won’t be linked to your business. They will be aggregated across all interviews, to help us measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector.

SINGLE CODE
None of them
Under a quarter
More than a quarter, under a half
More than a half, under three-quarters
More than three-quarters, but not all
All of them (i.e. 100%)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF LARGE CYBER SECTOR (CYBERSIZEBDUM CODES 4 TO DK)
Q20e.NEUROPER
Roughly what proportion have neurodiverse conditions or learning disorders, such as autism, Asperger syndrome, dyslexia, dyspraxia and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)?
PROBE FULLY (I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT ANSWER)
ADD IF NECESSARY: The answers won’t be linked to your business. They will be aggregated across all interviews, to help us measure diversity across the whole cyber security sector.

SINGLE CODE
None of them
Under a quarter
More than a quarter, under a half
More than a half, under three-quarters
More than three-quarters, but not all
All of them (i.e. 100%)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF HAVE WOMEN IN CYBER ROLES ((FEMALENUM>0 AND NOT REF) OR (FEMALEPER>1 OR REF) OR (FEMALEPERB NOT CODE 1 OR REF))
Q20xb.FEMALESENIOR
How many of the female employees in these roles are principal or director-level staff? These staff typically have around 6 or more years of experience.
ADD IF NECESSARY: We’d like an approximate number rather than a percentage.
WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO LOWEST OF FEMALENUM, CYBERSIZEDUM, TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM OR 99
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF HAVE ETHNIC MINORITIES IN CYBER ROLES ((BAMENUM>0 AND NOT REF) OR (BAMEPER>1 OR REF) OR (BAMEPERB NOT CODE 1 OR REF))
Q20xc.BAMESENIOR
How many of the ethnic minority employees in these roles are principal or director-level staff? These staff typically have around 6 or more years of experience.
ADD IF NECESSARY: We’d like an approximate number rather than a percentage.
WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO LOWEST OF BAMENUM, CYBERSIZEDUM, TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM OR 99
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF HAVE DISABLED PEOPLE IN CYBER ROLES ((DISABILITYNUM>0 AND NOT REF) OR (DISABILITYPER>1 OR REF) OR (DISABILITYPERB NOT CODE 1 OR REF))
Q20xd.DISABILITYSENIOR
How many of the disabled people in these roles are principal or director-level staff? These staff typically have around 6 or more years of experience.
ADD IF NECESSARY: We’d like an approximate number rather than a percentage.
WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO LOWEST OF DISABILITYNUM, CYBERSIZEDUM, TOP OF CYBERSIZEBDUM OR 99
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
DO NOT READ OUT: Prefer not to say

ASK IF HAVE NEURODIVERGENT PEOPLE IN CYBER ROLES ((NEURONUM>0 AND NOT REF) OR (NEUROPER>1 OR REF) OR (NEUROPERB NOT CODE 1 OR REF))
Q20xe.NEUROSENIOR
How many of the people with neurodiverse conditions in these roles are principal or director-level staff? These staff typically have around 6 or more years of experience.
ADD IF NECESSARY: We’d like an approximate number rather than a percentage.
Q21. DIVERSITYDUM DELETED IN 2020

Workforce qualifications

ASK IF CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM CODE 4)

Q22. QUALS
Do you or any other employees in cyber security roles have, or are they working towards, any cyber security-related qualifications or certified training?

DO NOT READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don't know

ASK IF QUALIFICATIONS (QUALS CODE 1)

Q23. WHICHQUALS
Which of the following types of qualifications or certified training do you or other employees have, or are they working towards?

READ OUT

MULTICODE
A specialist higher education qualification (e.g. a degree) related to cyber security
A general computer science, information systems or IT higher education qualification
A cyber security apprenticeship
Any other apprenticeship
Any other technical qualifications or certified training related to cyber security

SINGLE CODE
Don't know
None of these

Q24. WHICHCERT DELETED IN 2021

Q25. SENIORITY DELETED IN 2020

Formal versus informal cyber security roles

ASK IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4)

Q26. FORMAL
Is cyber security a formal part of your job description, or do you cover this role informally?

DO NOT READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
A formal part of their job description
Covered informally
Don't know

Q27. COVER DELETED IN 2021

Skills and knowledge of responsible individual or team

ASK ALL

Q28. RELATIVE
How important would you say it is for all the employees in cyber security roles within your organisation to possess each of the following? Please answer on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means not at all important and 10 means essential.

READ OUT

RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER BUT KEEP f AND g TOGETHER
WEB: ASK AS A CAROUSEL
a. IF CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM CODE 4): Complementary skills, such as oral or written communication skills and team working skills

b. STATEMENT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

c. STATEMENT DELETED IN 2020

d. IF CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM CODE 4): Understanding the legal or compliance issues affecting cyber security, such as data protection

e. STATEMENT DELETED IN 2020

f. STATEMENT DELETED IN 2021

g. IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4): High-level technical skills, which could include things like:
   o security engineering or architecture
   o penetration testing
   o using threat intelligence tools
   o forensic analysis
   o interpreting malicious code
   o or using tools to monitor user activity

h. IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4): Incident response skills, which could include things like writing an incident response plan, incident management and recovery from cyber security breaches

CATI: WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO 10
WEB: 0-10 SINGLE CODE SCALE, ALLOW REVERSED SCALE
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

SCRIPT TO ROTATE ORDER OF TECHNICAL, MANAGERIAL AND KNOWLEDGE

ASK IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4)

Q29.TECHNICAL
How confident, if at all, would you feel about [IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON (TEAM>1 OR DK): you or any of the other individuals directly involved in cyber security] being able to do each of the following technical tasks in your work?

ADD IF NECESSARY: If you don’t currently need to do this in your work, we’d like to know how confident, if at all, you would feel about being able to do it in the future.

READ OUT
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF CONFIDENCE LEVELS VARY ACROSS STAFF MEMBERS, THIS IS ABOUT THE MOST CONFIDENT STAFF MEMBER

RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER
WEB: ASK AS A CAROUSEL

a. Storing or transferring personal data securely, using encryption where appropriate
b. ASK IF NOT OUTSOURCED (WHATOUTa NOT CODE 1): Setting up firewalls with appropriate configurations
c. ASK IF NOT OUTSOURCED (WHATOUTb NOT CODE 1): Choosing secure settings for devices or software
d. ASK IF NOT OUTSOURCED (WHATOUTc NOT CODE 1): Controlling which users have IT or admin rights
e. ASK IF NOT OUTSOURCED (WHATOUTd NOT CODE 1): Detecting and removing malware on the organisation's devices
f. ASK IF NOT OUTSOURCED (WHATOUTe NOT CODE 1): Setting up software to automatically update where possible
g. ASK IF NOT OUTSOURCED (WHATOUTf NOT CODE 1): Restricting what software can run on the organisation's devices
h. ASK IF NOT OUTSOURCED (WHATOUTg NOT CODE 1): Creating back-ups of your files and data
i. ASK IF NOT OUTSOURCED (WHATOUTh NOT CODE 1): Dealing with a cyber security breach or attack
j. ASK IF HIGHER-LEVEL SKILLS MATTER AND NOT OUTSOURCED (RELATIVEg>4 AND WHATHIGHERa NOT CODE 1): Designing secure networks, systems and application architectures
k. ASK IF HIGHER-LEVEL SKILLS MATTER AND NOT OUTSOURCED (RELATIVEg>4 AND WHATHIGHERb NOT CODE 1): Carrying out a penetration test
l. ASK IF HIGHER-LEVEL SKILLS MATTER AND NOT OUTSOURCED (RELATIVEg>4 AND WHATHIGHERc NOT CODE 1): Using cyber threat intelligence tools or platforms
m. ASK IF HIGHER-LEVEL SKILLS MATTER AND NOT OUTSOURCED (RELATIVEg>4 AND WHATHIGHERd NOT CODE 1): Carrying out a forensic analysis of a cyber security breach
n. ASK IF HIGHER-LEVEL SKILLS MATTER AND NOT OUTSOURCED (RELATIVEg>4 AND WHATHIGHERe NOT CODE 1): Interpreting malicious code, or the results shown after running anti-virus
software

o. **ASK IF HIGHER-LEVEL SKILLS MATTER AND NOT OUTSOURCED (RELEVANT g>4 AND WHAT HIGHER? NOT CODE 1):** Using tools to monitor user activity

**SINGLE CODE, ALLOW REVERSED SCALE**

**Very confident**
**Fairly confident**
**Not very confident**
**Not at all confident**
**DO NOT READ OUT:** Don’t know

**FOR STATEMENTS e AND g ONLY:** DO NOT READ OUT: Not applicable – no devices belonging to organisation

**READ OUT IF CYBER SECTOR (TYPE XDUM CODE 4):**

These next questions are about performing tasks for your organisation’s own cyber security, not that of any customers.

**ASK ALL**

**Q30.MANAGERIAL**

**IF CYBER SECTOR (TYPE XDUM CODE 4):**

How confident, if at all, would you feel about your organisation being able to perform the following tasks, given the current skill levels of your workforce?

**IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPE XDUM NOT CODE 4):**

How confident, if at all, would you feel about [IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON (TEAM>1 OR DK): you or any of the other individuals directly involved in cyber security] being able to do each of the following communication or managerial tasks in your work?

**ADD IF NECESSARY:** If you don’t currently need to do this in your work, we’d like to know how confident, if at all, you would feel about being able to do it in the future.

**READ OUT**

**RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER**

**WEB:** ASK AS A CAROUSEL

a. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF A):** Communicating cyber security risks effectively to directors, trustees or senior management

b. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF B):** Giving guidance to other staff on what an acceptably strong password is

c. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF A):** Writing an incident response plan to deal with cyber security breaches

d. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF B):** Carrying out a cyber security risk assessment

e. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF A):** Carrying out a data protection impact assessment

f. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF B):** Writing or contributing to a business continuity plan that covers cyber security

g. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF A):** Preparing training materials or training sessions for staff who are not specialists in cyber security

h. **STATEMENT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018**

i. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF B):** Developing cyber security policies

**SINGLE CODE, ALLOW REVERSED SCALE**

**Very confident**
**Fairly confident**
**Not very confident**
**Not at all confident**
**DO NOT READ OUT:** Don’t know

**ASK IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPE XDUM NOT CODE 4)**

**Q31.KNOWLEDGE**

How well, if at all, would you say you [IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON (TEAM>1 OR DK): or any of the other individuals directly involved in cyber security] understand each of the following?

**READ OUT**

**RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER**

**WEB:** ASK AS A CAROUSEL

a. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF A):** The difference between a personal and a boundary firewall

b. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF B):** What a sandboxed application is
c. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF A):** Your organisation’s data protection requirements

d. **ASK HALF THE SAMPLE (HALF B):** How any actions or policies around cyber security can affect the organisation’s performance and success

e. **STATEMENT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018**

f. **STATEMENT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018**

**SINGLE CODE, ALLOW REVERSED SCALE**

Very well
Fairly well
Not very well
Not at all well

**DO NOT READ OUT:** Don’t know

**Skills and knowledge of wider staff (non-cyber firms)**

**READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND NOT CYBER SECTOR (CATI AND TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4)**

**WIDERINTRO**

The next questions are about the current skills and knowledge of wider [staff/staff and volunteers], beyond those who are directly involved in cyber security.

**SHOW IF ONLINE RESPONDENT AND NOT CYBER SECTOR (WEB AND TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4)**

**WIDERSCREEN**

The next questions are about the current skills and knowledge of wider [staff/staff and volunteers], beyond those who are directly involved in cyber security.

**ASK IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4)**

**Q32.DIRECTORS**

How well, if at all, would you say your organisation’s [directors/trustees] or senior managers [IF LOWER-TIER LOCAL AUTHORITY (SAMPLE S_LASTATUS=1 AND TYPEX CODE 4):, including council members.] understand each of the following?

**READ OUT**

**RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER**

**WEB:** **ASK AS A CAROUSEL**

a. The cyber security risks facing your organisation
b. Your organisation’s data protection requirements
c. When cyber security breaches need to be reported externally, for example to a regulator
d. The steps that need to be taken when managing a cyber security incident
e. **STATEMENT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018**

f. **STATEMENT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018**

g. **STATEMENT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018**

h. The staffing needs of cyber security within your organisation

**SINGLE CODE, ALLOW REVERSED SCALE**

Very well
Fairly well
Not very well
Not at all well

**DO NOT READ OUT:** Don’t know

**Q33.DIRECTDUM DELETED IN 2020**

**ASK IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4)**

**Q34.CORE**

How confident, if at all, would you feel in your organisation’s core [staff/staff or volunteers] [IF LOCAL AUTHORITY (SAMPLE S_LASTATUS=1 OR 2 AND TYPEX CODE 4): or council members] as a whole being able to do each of the following?

**READ OUT**

**RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER**

**WEB:** **ASK AS A CAROUSEL**

a. **STATEMENT DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018**

b. Store or transfer personal data securely, using encryption where appropriate
c. Use acceptably strong passwords
d. Detect malware on the organisation's devices
e. Identify fraudulent emails or fraudulent websites
f. Work collaboratively with those directly responsible for dealing with cyber security breaches

SINGLE CODE, ALLOW REVERSED SCALE
Very confident
Fairly confident
Not very confident
Not at all confident
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
FOR STATEMENT d ONLY: DO NOT READ OUT: Not applicable – no devices belonging to organisation

Training and upskilling
READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND NOT CYBER SECTOR (CATI AND TYPEXDU M NOT CODE 4)
TRAININTROA
Now I'd like to ask about formal training and awareness raising activities around cyber security. This is for both people working in cyber security roles and wider staff.

READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND CYBER SECTOR (CATI AND TYPEXDU M CODE 4)
TRAININTROB
Now I'd like to ask about formal training and upskilling around cyber security.

SHOW IF ONLINE RESPONDENT AND NOT CYBER SECTOR (WEB AND TYPEXDU M NOT CODE 4)
TRAINSCREENA
Now we’d like to ask about formal training and awareness raising activities around cyber security. This is for both people working in cyber security roles and wider staff.

SHOW IF ONLINE RESPONDENT AND CYBER SECTOR (WEB AND TYPEXDU M CODE 4)
TRAINSCREENB
Now we’d like to ask about formal training and upskilling around cyber security.

Q35.VALUE DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

ASK ALL
Q35a.NEEDSAWARE
How well, if at all, would you say you understand the kinds of cyber security training and skills people in your organisation need?
READ OUT

SINGLE CODE, ALLOW REVERSED SCALE
Very well
Fairly well
Not very well
Not at all well
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK ALL
Q36.NEEDS
In the last 12 months, has anyone undertaken a formal analysis of your organisation’s cyber security skills or training needs?
DO NOT READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don't know

SCRIPT TO ASK TRAINED TO WORTH AS A LOOP FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AUDIENCES:
  a. you [IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON (TEAM>1 OR DK OR CYBERSIZEDUM≠1): or any of the other employees in cyber security roles]
  b. ASK IF NOT A LOWER-TIER LOCAL AUTHORITY AND NOT CYBER SECTOR (SAMPLE
S_LAS\#1 AND TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4): any other [staff/staff or volunteers] [IF HIGHER-TIER LOCAL AUTHORITY (SAMPLE S_LAS\#2 AND TYPEX CODE 4): or council members] who are not directly involved in cyber security

Q37a.TRAINED
In the last 12 months, have you carried out any cyber security training [IF NOT CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM NOT CODE 4): or awareness raising sessions] specifically for [SCRIPT TO ADD LOOP TEXT]? DO NOT READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don't know

Q37b.FORMAT
Was any of the training for this group … ? READ OUT STATEMENTS

ASK AS A GRID RANDOMISE STATEMENT ORDER BUT KEEP a AND b TOGETHER
a. IF LOOP A: Introductory training for new joiners or graduates entering cyber security roles
b. IF LOOP A: Continuing professional development training for staff who are not new joiners
c. IF LOOP B: Specific training sessions devoted to cyber security
d. STATEMENT DELETED IN 2021
e. STATEMENT DELETED IN 2021
f. Developed internally within the organisation
g. Delivered internally within the organisation
h. Developed externally outside the organisation
i. Delivered externally outside the organisation
j. Mandatory training
k. IF LOOP B: Specifically covering home working or use of personal devices

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don't know

Q38.BARRIERS DELETED IN 2020

Q39.MODE DELETED IN 2020

Q40.TRAINER DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

Q41.TRAINERDUM DELETED POST-PILOT IN 2018

ASK AS PART OF TRAINED TO WORTH LOOP IF CARRIED OUT TRAINING (TRAINED CODE 1)

Q42.WORTH
How much would you say the current programme of training you have for this group of staff has met your overall training and skills needs? ADD IF NECESSARY: We are talking about [SCRIPT TO ADD LOOP TEXT]. READ OUT

SINGLE CODE, ALLOW REVERSED SCALE
Completely
A great deal
A fair amount
Not very much
Not at all
DO NOT READ OUT: Don't know
Recruitment

READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND CYBER SECTOR (CATI AND TYPEXDUM CODE 4)

RECRUITINTRO
I’d now like to ask about recruitment in cyber security job roles.

ASK IF CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM CODE 4)
Q43.RECRUIT
Since the start of 2020, have you tried to recruit anyone to fill any cyber skills needs in your organisation? This includes any current vacancies you may have.
DO NOT READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don’t know

ASK IF TRIED TO RECRUIT (RECRUIT CODE 1)
Q44.OTHRECRUIT
What recruitment methods have you used to find candidates for these vacancies?
DO NOT READ OUT
PROBE FULLY, I.E. “ANYTHING ELSE?”
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RECRUITMENT AGENCY OR WEBSITE, WERE THESE SPECIALIST AGENCIES/WEBSITES FOR CYBER SECURITY OR GENERALIST?

MULTICODE RESPONSES UNDER THE BOLD HEADINGS

Recruitment agencies
Generalist recruitment agency
Specialist cyber security recruitment agency

Online/recruitment websites
Job ads on our own website
Generalist recruitment website, e.g. Indeed
Specialist cyber security recruitment website, e.g. Cybersecurityjobsite.com
Posts or ads on social networks like Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn
Online ads outside social networks

Other
Ads in newspapers or magazines
Asking individuals to apply directly
Graduate schemes
Headhunting (but not through recruitment agency)
Partnering with schools/colleges
Partnering with universities
Recruiting from elsewhere in organisation
Word-of-mouth/industry networks/recommendations
Other WRITE IN

SINGLE CODE
Don’t know

ASK IF TRIED TO RECRUIT (RECRUIT CODE 1)
Q45.VACANCIES
Since the start of 2020, how many vacancies have you had in cyber security roles?
PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE BEFORE CODING DK

WRITE IN RANGE 1 TO 99
IF MICRO (SIZEA CODE<10 OR SIZEB CODE 1): (SOFT CHECK IF >3)
IF SMALL (SIZEA 9<CODE<50 OR SIZEB CODE 2): (SOFT CHECK IF >9)
IF MEDIUM (SIZEA 49<CODE<250 OR SIZEB CODE 3): (SOFT CHECK IF >9)
IF LARGE (SIZEA 249<CODE OR [SIZEB CODES 4 TO 5 OR DK]): (SOFT CHECK IF >30)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know
ASK IF TRIED TO RECRUIT (RECRUIT CODE 1)
Q46.HARD
IF ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES=1): And has this vacancy proved hard to fill for any reason? This is even if you have since filled this vacancy.
IF MORE THAN ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES>1 OR DK):
And how many vacancies, if any, have proved hard to fill for any reason? This includes vacancies that you may have since filled.
IF ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES=1):
INTERVIEWER NOTE: CODE “1” IF HARD-TO-FILL, OTHERWISE 0
PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE BEFORE CODING DK
WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO VACANCIES OR [(SIZEA OR TOP END OF SIZEB) IF VACANCIES=DK] OR [99 IF SIZE=DK]
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF HARD-TO-RECRUIT VACANCIES (HARD>0)
Q46b.HARDROLE
IF ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES=1):
What specific role or occupation was this hard-to-fill vacancy in?
IF MORE THAN ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES>1 OR DK):
What specific roles or occupations were these hard-to-fill vacancies in?
PROMPT TO CODE
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF JUST “ANALYST” OR “CONSULTANT”, PROMPT WITH SPECIALIST ROLES BEFORE CODING “OTHER”.
MULTICODE RESPONSES UNDER THE UNDERLINED HEADINGS UP TO HARD
Generalist roles
Generalist cyber security role
Generalist IT role
Generalist sales role
Senior management role (e.g. CEO or COO)
Specialist roles
Security governance, risk, compliance and legal
Network security (i.e. networks and firewalls)
System security (i.e. operating systems and patching)
Penetration testing
Security architecture
Security operations (e.g. intrusion detection)
Incident management, response and recovery
Threat analyst (i.e. analysing intelligence on cyber threats)
Other WRITE IN
SINGLE CODE
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF HARD-TO-RECRUIT VACANCIES (HARD>0)
Q46c.HARDSENIOR
IF ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES=1):
What level of seniority was this hard-to-fill vacancy?
IF MORE THAN ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES>1 OR DK):
What levels of seniority were these hard-to-fill vacancies?
PROMPT TO CODE
MULTICODE UP TO HARD
Apprentices
Entry-level staff or graduates
Experienced or senior staff, typically with around 3 to 5 years of experience
Principal-level staff, typically with around 6 to 9 years of experience
Director-level, typically with around 10 or more years of experience
SINGLE CODE
DO NOT READ OUT: Don’t know

ASK IF HARD-TO-RECRUIT VACANCIES (HARD>0)
Q47.HARDREASON
IF ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES=1):
What are the reasons this vacancy has been hard to fill?
IF MORE THAN ONE VACANCY (VACANCIES>1 OR DK): What are the reasons these vacancies have been hard to fill?
DO NOT READ OUT
PROBE FULLY, I.E. “ANYTHING ELSE?”

MULTICODE RESPONSES UNDER THE BOLD HEADINGS
Offer not good enough
- Job is difficult/challenging
- Low pay or benefits/salary demand too high
- Not offering training
- Poor career progression/lack of prospects
- Too much competition from other employers

Quality of candidates
- Lack of candidates with the required attitude, motivation or personality
- Lack of soft skills, e.g. communication skills
- Lack of technical skills/knowledge
- Lack of qualifications
- Lack of work experience

Other reasons
- Cultural fit/not matching our culture
- Lack of candidates generally
- Recruitment budget cuts
- Remote location/poor public transport
- Other WRITE IN

SINGLE CODE
Don't know

ASK IF TRIED TO RECRUIT (RECRUIT CODE 1)
Q47a.DIVERSERECRUIT
In the last 18 months, has your organisation changed or adapted your recruitment processes, or carried out any specific activities to encourage applications from the following groups of people?

READ OUT STATEMENTS

ASK AS A GRID
a. Women
b. People from ethnic minority backgrounds
c. Disabled people
d. People with neurodiverse conditions or learning disorders, such as autism, Asperger syndrome, dyslexia, dyspraxia and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)?

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don't know

ASK IF CYBER SECTOR (TYPEXDUM CODE 4)
Q47b.INTERN
Since the start of 2020, have you offered any internships or work placements in cyber security roles?

DO NOT READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don’t know

Staff turnover

READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT AND CYBER SECTOR (CATI AND TYPEXDUM CODE 4)
TURNOVERINTRO
Finally, I’d like to ask about the staff turnover in cyber security job roles.
ASK IF CYBER SECTOR (TYPEX Dum CODE 4)
Q47x.LEFT
In the last 18 months, have any employees in cyber security roles left your company or retired?
DO NOT READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don't know

ASK LEFTA AND LEFTB AS A LOOP FOR EACH STATEMENT AT RETIREA

ASK IF EMPLOYEES HAVE LEFT (LEFT CODE 1)
Q47c.LEFTA
In the last 18 months, how many employees in cyber security roles, if any, have left your company for each of the following reasons?
WEB: Please write the number next to each category.
READ OUT

ASK AS A GRID
a. Retirement
b. Dismissal
c. Redundancy as a result of COVID-19
d. Redundancy not as a result of COVID-19
e. Of their own volition

WRITE IN RANGE 0 TO 49 FOR EACH STATEMENT
IF MICRO/SMALL (SIZEA CODE<50 OR (SIZEB CODES 1 TO 2)): (SOFT CHECK IF >3)
IF MEDIUM/LARGE (SIZEA 49<CODE OR (SIZEB CODES 3 TO 5 OR DK)): (SOFT CHECK IF >19)
DO NOT READ OUT: Don't know

ASK FOR EACH STATEMENT IF DON'T KNOW HOW MANY HAVE LEFT (LEFTAa-e CODE DK)
Q47d.LEFTB
Was it …?
PROBE FULLY, I.E. UNTIL YOU REACH THE RIGHT RESPONSE

SINGLE CODE
None
1 to 2
3 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19
20 to 24
25 to 29
More than 30
DO NOT READ OUT: Don't know

ASK IF HAD EMPLOYEES THAT LEFT OF THEIR OWN VOLITION (LEFTAe>0 OR LEFTBe CODES 2-9)
Q47e.REASON
As far as you know, what reasons did employees have for leaving of their own volition?
DO NOT READ OUT
PROBE FULLY, I.E. “ANYTHING ELSE?”

MULTICODE RESPONSES UNDER THE BOLD HEADINGS
Company offer not good enough
Better pay or benefits elsewhere
Lack of career development opportunities
Lack of training
Offered more senior position elsewhere

Other reasons
Company culture
Changed career/left cyber security
Change in personal circumstances
Job too difficult/challenging
Relationship with line manager
Remote location/poor public transport
Stress/overworked
Work-life balance
Other WRITE IN

SINGLE CODE
Don’t know

Recontact
ASK ALL
Q48.RECON
Would you be willing to be invited to a more bespoke interview with Ipsos within the next six months, to further explore the issues of cyber security, skills and recruitment? You don’t have to agree to take part now, just indicate your willingness to be asked closer to the time.
ADD IF NECESSARY: The interviews would last no longer than 45 minutes and those taking part would be offered a £50 cheque or a donation to the charity of their choice.

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No

ASK ALL
Q49.REPORT
Would you like us to email you a copy of last year’s report and a government help card with links to the latest official cyber security guidance for organisations like yours?

SINGLE CODE
Yes
No

ASK IF WANT RECONTACT OR REPORT (RECON CODE 1 OR REPORT CODE 1)

Q50.EMAIL
IF WANT REPORT (REPORT CODE 1): Can we please take an email address for this?
IF DON’T WANT REPORT (REPORT CODE 2): Can we please take an email address to invite you to the follow-up interview only?
WRITE IN EMAIL IN VALIDATED FORMAT
DO NOT READ OUT: Refused
SEND FOLLOW-UP EMAIL IF WANT REPORT AND GIVE EMAIL (REPORT CODE 1 AND EMAIL NOT BLANK)

GDPR privacy policy
READ OUT IF TELEPHONE RESPONDENT (CATI)
GDPRINTRO
Thank you for taking the time to participate. You can access the privacy policy on our website at: LINK TO BE CONFIRMED. This explains the purposes for processing your personal data, as well as your rights under data protection regulations to:
- access your personal data
- withdraw consent
- object to processing of your personal data
- and other required information.

SHOW IF ONLINE RESPONDENT (WEB)
GDPRSCREEN
Thank you for taking the time to participate. You can access the privacy policy on our website at: LINK TO BE CONFIRMED. This explains the purposes for processing your personal data, as well as your rights under data protection regulations to:

- access your personal data
- withdraw consent
- object to processing of your personal data
- and other required information.

CLOSE SURVEY
Appendix B: Government help card offered to survey respondents

**Government guidance for organisations on cyber security**

**Guidance for organisations just getting started**

**Cyber Aware** – [https://www.cyberaware.gov.uk/](https://www.cyberaware.gov.uk/)

Cyber Aware is the government’s advice campaign on how to stay secure online. It covers six essential actions that organisations and their staff should take to make themselves cyber secure.

1. Use a strong and separate password for your email
2. Create strong passwords using 3 random words
3. Save your passwords in your browser
4. Turn on two-factor authentication (2FA)
5. Update your devices
6. Back up your data

You can create your own free Cyber Action Plan in under 5 minutes on the Cyber Aware website.

You can also attend a free online training module “Top tips for staff” which takes less than 30 minutes.


Cyber security need not be a daunting challenge for small business owners. Following the five quick and easy steps outlined in this guide could save time, money and even your business’s reputation.

**Cyber Security: Small Charity Guide** – [https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/charity](https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/charity)

Charities are increasingly reliant on IT and technology and are falling victim to a range of malicious cyber activity. The five topics covered in the guidance are easy to understand and are free or cost little to implement.
Cyber Essentials – https://www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk/

Cyber Essentials helps you to guard against the most common cyber threats and demonstrate your commitment to cyber security. The scheme is suitable for all organisations and sets out five technical controls you can put in place today. You can also get a Cyber Essentials certificate to reassure customers you take cyber security seriously, attract new business with the promise you have cyber security measures in place, and get listed on the Cyber Essentials Directory. You can see if you are ready for Cyber Essentials certification, using IASME’s readiness tool.

Action Fraud – http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/report_fraud

If you think your organisation has been a victim of online crime, you can report this to the police via Action Fraud, the national fraud and cyber crime reporting centre. The Action Fraud website also has information to help you understand different types of online fraud and how to spot them before they cause any damage.

For the latest published guidance and weekly threat reports – https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/section/advice-guidance/all-topics and https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/section/keep-up-to-date/threat-reports

The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) publishes regular guidance on 46 topics. It also publishes weekly threat reports, so you can stay updated on the latest threats.

Specific guidance for larger organisations

Board toolkit: five questions for your board’s agenda – https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/board-toolkit-five-questions-your-boards-agenda

A range of questions that the NCSC recommend to generate constructive cyber security discussions between board members (or trustees) and those working in cyber security roles within the organisation.


This guidance outlines 10 steps organisations should take to put a comprehensive cyber risk management regime in place and protect against cyber threats. It is now used by a majority of FTSE 350 companies as well as many other large organisations. The 10 steps cover:

1. Risk management
2. Staff engagement and training
3. Asset management
4. Security architecture and secure configurations
5. Vulnerability management
6. Identity and access management
7. Data security
8. Logging and monitoring
9. Incident management
10. Supply chain security
## Appendix C: Topic guide for cyber firms and other larger organisation interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>Timings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▪ Thank participant for taking part.</td>
<td>2-3 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Introduce self and Ipsos DCMS wants to understand in more depth current and future cyber skills gaps, and their impact on recruitment to help inform future government policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ All responses are confidential and anonymous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ <strong>Incentive:</strong> £50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ <strong>Recording:</strong> get permission to digitally record.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ <strong>Length:</strong> Approx. 50-60 mins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GDPR added consent (once the recorder is on)**

Ipsos’ legal basis for processing your data is your consent to take part in this research. Your participation in this research is voluntary. You can withdraw your consent for your data to be used at any point before, during or after the interview. Can I check that you are happy to proceed?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context and main challenges</th>
<th>Timings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interviewers will do some background reading about the organisation before the interview, and the participant’s role in recruitment and training will be collected in the screening process.</strong></td>
<td>5 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Can you briefly summarise your background and knowledge of cyber security before taking on this role?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Right now, what are the main challenges and gaps when it comes to cyber skills in your organisation? What would you say are the top 2-3 issues?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Are there particular cyber skills functions that are proving a challenge? What do these mean for your organisation?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training and qualifications</th>
<th>Timings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summarise main challenges/regional challenges</strong></td>
<td>15-20 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ What have your main challenges been in terms of training people in cyber roles?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ What have your main challenges been in terms of training or raising awareness among wider staff on cyber security?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ What are the gaps in your cyber security training? What improvements would you like to see? What changes are you planning or considering?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ What impact has remote or hybrid working had on cyber security training?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External training</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF USE EXTERNALLY DEVELOPED/DELIVERED TRAINING (FROM SURVEY):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ How do you select external providers? What are the most important criteria?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ How easy is it to find the right external training? Where do you look? What does good external training look like? PROBE: any geographic challenges finding training in this region/local area?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- How do you judge whether the provision is value for money? How do you evaluate its effectiveness?

**Qualifications**

- How important is it for staff in any cyber roles in your organisation to have specific qualifications?
- What types of qualifications are most valuable?

If no qualified staff (from survey):

- You mentioned when we interviewed you, that none of your staff in cyber roles have or are working towards qualifications in cyber security. Can you explain this a bit more?
- How do you validate the skills of these staff without qualifications? What are the alternatives?
- Have they had relevant training that does not lead to qualifications? What was behind this decision?

**Career pathways and Continuing Professional Development (CPD)**

- What thinking/work have you done around career pathways/progression for those in cyber roles in your organisation?
- Have you developed career pathways internally? What did you use to inform these career pathways? Have you used any external resources?
- What have the challenges been in creating career pathways? What lessons have you learnt? PROBE: more difficult for particular roles?
- How does your organisation approach the Continuing Professional Development (CPD) of people in cyber roles? How do you keep their skills up to date?
- How important is this kind of CPD to the senior management in your department? In the organisation as a whole?

**The UK Cyber Security Council**

*Participants will have been sent a link to the UK Cyber Security Council Careers Route Map before the interview. If they have not taken a look, give them a minute to look at this link and click through some of the categories: https://www.ukcybersecuritycouncil.org.uk/careers-learning/careers-route-map/

- Had you heard of the UK Cyber Security Council before we got in touch with you? What had you seen/heard?
- Would this map be helpful for your cyber team/business? Is there anything that could be added/ improved that would make it more helpful?

**Cyber Security Body Of Knowledge (CyBOK)**

*Participants will have been sent a link to the CyBOK website and manual before the interview. If they have not taken a look, read out this description from DCMS:*

CyBOK is a body of knowledge to inform and underpin education and professional training for the cyber security sector. It covers 21 distinct knowledge areas and is maintained by the cyber security community.

- What had you seen or heard about the CyBOK knowledge framework before this interview? Had you used anything like this before the interview?
- Would this framework be helpful for your cyber team/business?

**Cyber recruitment**

**Summarise main challenges/regional challenges**

If recruited (from survey and screener):

- What have your main challenges been when recruiting people for cyber roles?

---

**Timings**

- 15-20 minutes
What kinds of recruitment are most challenging? E.g. different job roles, specialisms, seniority levels?

- PROBE: any specific challenges with: penetration testing, cyber security architecture, cyber risk management, incident response and management?
- PROBE: any geographic challenges recruiting in this region/local area? What’s your perception of the talent pool in this region? How well does it fit your needs? What steps have you taken to overcome any challenges?
- What impact has remote or hybrid working had on recruitment into cyber roles in your organisation? PROBE: changing how they recruit geographically, changing demands from candidates?

**IF HARD-TO-FILL VACANCIES (FROM SURVEY)**

- You mentioned in the survey that you recently had vacancies for cyber roles that you found hard to fill. Can you tell me about your experience? PROBE: nature of role, how advertised, how long it was open
- Did you change your recruitment approach? What steps did you take? What impact did any changes have? PROBE: changing recruitment channels, altering job requirements/descriptions, changing pay/benefits
- Have these vacancies now been filled? What made the difference? What lessons have you learned?

**Assessing competency and perceived quality of recruits**

- How do you assess whether job applicants are proficient? What do you especially look for? What raises concerns/stands out? PROBE: qualifications, training, background and experience, tests, CVs, complementary skills (communication, teamworking etc.)
- What has the quality of staff recruited in the last 2 years been like compared to your original expectations and needs? How have they exceeded/not met expectations?
- What do you think of the idea of a Chartered Cyber Security Professional status? How helpful would this be to your organisation in training/recruitment?

**Salaries**

- How do you determine salaries for staff in cyber roles?
- Do you know the market rate? What work have you done to research this?
- Do you pay higher salaries to staff in cyber roles vs. other technical roles (e.g. in IT roles)? What’s behind this decision?
- Do certain cyber roles get offered higher salaries? Do people with specific cyber skills/qualifications/training get offered higher salaries?

**Entry level roles/apprenticeships**

- Do you offer/intend to offer entry-level roles/apprenticeships or other work placements in cyber security for new joiners? What’s behind your decision?
- What are the challenges of introducing these kinds of entry-level roles (PROBE APPRENTICESHIPS SPECIFICALLY)? How have you/might you address these? What support would be helpful?

**Diversity in cyber teams**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding of diversity</th>
<th>Timings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What do you think I mean when I talk about diversity in the cyber sector/in cyber teams? What kinds of characteristics do you think this refers to? Which ones are most important?</td>
<td>15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How big an issue is this for the cyber sector, in your opinion? What kinds of diversity do you think are lacking?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How important a consideration is diversity in your cyber teams? How has this changed/evolved in the last 2 years? What specific changes have you seen?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have there been any changes in your own organisation’s approach to diversity in the last 2 years? Have these changes been specific to the cyber part of the organisation, or across the wider organisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Their impact on diversity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How diverse are the people applying to you for cyber jobs? Why do you think this is?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What control do you have over the diversity of your applicants? How diverse are your recruitment channels? PROBE: use of networks to recruit and impact this might have</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role of HR colleagues</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How are HR colleagues involved in the recruitment process for cyber roles? What is the extent of their involvement?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How much do you consult/hear from HR colleagues on diversity in cyber teams/cyber recruitment?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Changes made in recruitment process</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF TAKEN ACTION ON DIVERSITY (FROM SURVEY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- You mentioned in the survey that you have taken action to improve diversity in your recruitment. Tell me about this experience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What prompted you to do this?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What has the impact been? What has worked well? What lessons did you learn?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wrap-up</th>
<th>Timings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Across all the challenges we have discussed, what do you think the government should be doing to address these things?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What should industry be doing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What should your organisation’s senior management be doing/focused on?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THANK PARTICIPANT AND CLOSE INTERVIEW. REMIND THEM OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND £50 INCENTIVE. CHECK IF THEY HAVE PROVIDED DETAILS TO MAKE THE INCENTIVE PAYMENT.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix C: Topic guide for recruitment agent interviews

## Introduction
- Thank participant for taking part.
- Introduce self and Ipsos
- DCMS wants to understand in more depth current and future cyber skills gaps, and their impact on recruitment to help inform future government policy
- All responses are confidential and anonymous
- **Incentive:** £100
- **Recording:** get permission to digitally record.
- **Length:** Approx. 50-60 mins

### GDPR added consent (once the recorder is on)
Ipsos’ legal basis for processing your data is your consent to take part in this research. Your participation in this research is voluntary. You can withdraw your consent for your data to be used at any point before, during or after the interview. Can I check that you are happy to proceed?

## Context
*Interviewers will do some background reading about the organisation before the interview, and the participant’s role in recruitment and training will be collected in the screening process.*

- Can you briefly summarise your background and any technical knowledge of cyber security?
- Right now, what are the main challenges when it comes to the kinds of cyber roles you help recruit? What would you say are the top 2-3 issues?
- Are there particular cyber skills functions that are proving a challenge for recruiters to fill? Can you summarise what makes these so difficult? INTERVIEWER: JUST ASK FOR A QUICK RESPONSE AND SAY WE WILL COME BACK TO THESE THINGS LATER IN THE INTERVIEW

## Current recruitment pool

### How the recruitment pool has changed
- Approximately, how many active and passive cyber candidates do you have on your books (SEE NOTES)? How has this changed compared to 2019 and 2020?
- How does this vary by region? Are there any certain regions that have a larger pool? What is driving this? How has this changed compared to 2019/2020?
- How has COVID-19 changed the recruitment pool? What changes have persisted/will persist in 2021/under remote/blended working?
- How does the profile/quality/calibre of candidates in the cyber recruitment pool compare to 2019/2020? PROBE: typical experience/seniority, sector backgrounds, education/qualifications
- Roughly what proportion come from a cyber background already vs. those looking to transition into cyber roles? What sectors do those looking to transition come from? How does this compare to 2019/2020?

### Gaps in the recruitment pool
What would you say the biggest gaps in the recruitment pool are at the moment?
INTERVIEWER: IF ALREADY RAISED EARLIER IN CONTEXT SECTION, THEN PROBE IN MORE DETAIL NOW

PROBE: any specific challenges with: penetration testing, cyber security architecture, cyber risk management, incident response and management?

How does this compare to 2019/2020?

What do you think is behind these gaps?

How realistic is it to source these sorts of candidates/fill these gaps in the pool? How have you gone about filling these sorts of gaps?

**Sourcing candidates**

- How do you go about sourcing cyber candidates? What are the most and least effective methods for finding good quality candidates?
- How do you assess whether job candidates are proficient?
- What do you especially look/stands out for when you put candidates on your books? And when you send them to an employer? PROBE: qualifications, training, background and experience, tests, CVs, complementary skills (communication, teamworking etc.)
- Have these methods changed since 2019/2020? How have you refined/evolved your approach? What lessons have you learnt over the past year?
- Does the approach differ by region? Are there particular regions that are harder to source candidates from? What is causing this? What's the impact of these regional differences?

### Diversity

**Diversity of candidate pool**

Next, we would like to talk about the diversity of the current candidate pool. This includes things like socioeconomic status, gender balance, ethnicity, having a physical disability, or any neurodiverse condition or learning disorder.

- How would you describe the diversity of the current candidate pool? PROBE: in terms of socioeconomic status, gender, ethnicity, disability and neurodiversity
- How does this compare to 2019/2020? In what ways has the recruitment pool improved/got worse?
- What kind of monitoring/information do you have on the diversity of the candidates on your books?

**Support needs of diverse candidates**

- What kinds of support do people from these sorts of diverse backgrounds need to succeed in the cyber security labour market?
- What reasons might candidates from diverse groups be unsuccessful?
- What do you do to encourage these sorts of candidates to apply? What kind of support do you offer in this area? What has been successful?
- How well do employers support the needs of these candidates currently? What are the most important improvements they could make to encourage these sorts of candidates to enter cyber roles?
- Do they tend to come from/prefer certain education/training/career pathways into these roles?

**Cyber employer attitudes to diversity**

- What demands do clients hiring for cyber roles typically make of you when it comes to diversity?
- Are there any diversity quotas clients ask for on the shortlisted candidates? Is it HR or the cyber hiring manager who typically ask for this?
- How often do clients ask for your advice/guidance when it comes to diversity? What do you see as your role in this area? Do you feel that recruiters have any responsibilities in this area?
- Have your clients' attitudes towards diversity changed since 2019/2020? How has this affected what they demand from you?
- Are there any regional differences in attitudes?
- In our previous study, we found that hiring managers for cyber roles often lacked awareness of workforce diversity issues. Would you say this is still the case?

**Recruitment criteria**

**Summarising client demands**

- What are your clients' biggest needs presently, when recruiting for cyber roles? PROBE: specific skills, roles, qualifications, experience levels
- How have these needs evolved since 2019/2020? What requirements have become more acute this year?
- Do clients have typical minimum requirements? INTERVIEWER: IF QUALIFICATIONS OR EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS RAISED HERE, THEN USE DISCUSSION PROMPTS IN THE NEXT TWO SUBSECTIONS
- How realistic is it to meet these demands from the current cyber candidate pool?

**Regional differences**

- How does this vary according to location? Do clients in certain regions have different skills requirements? How has this changed over the past year?
- How important is the location of candidates to clients? How has this changed over the past year? PROBE: are they willing to accept candidates from further afield in the UK than before? International candidates?
- What changes have persisted/will persist in 2021/under remote/blended working?

**Qualifications**

- What kind of formal qualifications are clients typically looking for? What makes a candidate stand out? PROBE: higher education vs. other technical qualifications
- Has the demand for certain qualifications changed since 2019/2020?
- How easy is it to fulfil these qualification requirements from the existing candidate pool? How does this compare to past years?
- How flexible are clients in these demands? Are they willing to accept alternative candidates that don’t meet their initial demands in terms of qualifications?

**Experience**

- Typically, how many years of experience do your clients look for?
- What kind of experience do employers value? PROBE: industry vs. other roles, candidates transitioning from non-cyber roles (what do they need)?
- Has the demand for certain experience changed since 2019/2020?
- How easy is it to fulfil these experience requirements from the existing candidate pool? How does this compare to past years?
- How flexible are clients in these demands? Are they willing to accept alternative candidates that don’t meet their initial demands in terms of experience?

**Unrealistic job adverts**

- What involvement do you typically have in drafting clients' job descriptions/adverts?
- In your view, how well-written are the job descriptions/adverts that come to you? Do clients have realistic expectations? What aspects tend to be challenging to fulfil? Has this changed since 2019/2020?

**Timings**

- 15 minutes
- How certain are clients of what they want/need when recruiting for cyber roles?
- If a client provides unrealistic job descriptions/adverts, how do you approach this? What steps do you take? How flexible are they to amendments?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keeping up to date and engagement</th>
<th>Timings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationships with hiring managers and HR</strong></td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How would you describe your relationships with hiring managers? What level of engagement/discussion do you get from them? How willing are they to listen to your advice/guidance?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- When recruiting for cyber roles, how involved are HR staff in your interactions with clients? What aspects do they get involved in? PROBE: diversity, job descriptions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keeping up to date</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How much feedback do you get from your clients on candidates you have sent? PROBE: feedback during recruitment, e.g. after interviews, and later, after candidates are in post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How useful is the feedback you receive?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How do you keep up to speed with developments in cyber skills, training and employers’ needs generally? PROBE: talking to employers, other recruiters, conferences, magazines/websites, networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How easy is it to stay up to date?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- How much would you say you know about the latest cyber security training and qualifications?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The UK Cyber Security Council**

 Participants will have been sent a link to the UK Cyber Security Council Careers Route Map before the interview. If they have not taken a look, give them a minute to look at this link and click through some of the categories: [https://www.ukcybersecuritycouncil.org.uk/careers-learning/careers-route-map/](https://www.ukcybersecuritycouncil.org.uk/careers-learning/careers-route-map/)

- Had you heard of the UK Cyber Security Council before we got in touch with you? What had you seen/heard?
- Had you used anything like this map before the interview? Have your clients used/referred to this?
- Would this map be helpful for recruiters? Is there anything that could be added/improved that would make it more helpful?
- What do you think of the idea of a Chartered Cyber Security Professional status? How helpful would this be to your organisation in training/recruitment?

**Cyber Security Body Of Knowledge (CyBOK)**

 Participants will have been sent a link to the CyBOK website and manual before the interview. If they have not taken a look, read out this description from DCMS:

CyBOK is a body of knowledge to inform and underpin education and professional training for the cyber security sector. It covers 21 distinct knowledge areas and is maintained by the cyber security community.

- What had you seen or heard about the CyBOK knowledge framework before this interview?
- Do your clients use/refer to this framework?
- Would this framework be helpful for recruiters?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wrap-up</th>
<th>Timings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▪ Across all the challenges we have discussed, what do you think the government should be doing to address these things?</td>
<td>2-3 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ What should industry be doing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ What should your organisation’s senior management be doing/focused on?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THANK PARTICIPANT AND CLOSE INTERVIEW. REMIND THEM OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND £100 INCENTIVE. CHECK IF THEY HAVE PROVIDED DETAILS TO MAKE THE INCENTIVE PAYMENT.
Appendix E: Inclusion/exclusion criteria for job vacancies analysis

We developed the search string below to identify job postings for technical cyber job role and cyber-enabled roles on the Burning Glass Technologies database, after following the process laid out in Chapter 4. The first part of the string, presented in **black text**, specifies the *included* search terms across the job postings search. The second part of the string, presented in *red text*, specifies the *excluded* terms across job postings search. Please note, this search consciously includes partially spelled words and, in some cases, spelling errors. This reflects common spelling errors across these job postings.

**Search Strategy (All*)**

UK-wide AND (Title with : Security Engineer OR Title with : Security Manager OR Title with : Security Consultant OR Title with : Security Architect OR Title with : Security Analyst OR Title with : Network Engineer OR Title with : Information Security Manager OR Title with : Information Security Analyst OR Title with : Cyber OR Title with : Trainee Cyber Security OR Title with : Network Architect OR Title with : Information Security Officer OR Title with : Information Technology Auditor OR Title with : Security Specialist OR Title with : Cyber Security Engineer OR Title with : Network Security Engineer OR Title with : Information Security Consultant OR Title with : Information Technology Security Analyst OR Title with : Cyber Security Trainer OR Title with : Cyber Security Specialist OR Title with : Penetration Tester OR Title with : Information Security Specialist OR Title with : Data Protection Officer OR Title with : It Security Trainee OR Title with : Information Security Engineer OR Title with : Information Governance Officer OR Title with : Risk Analyst OR Title with : Information Security Architect OR Title with : Soc Analyst OR Title with : Head Of Information Security OR Title with : Senior Infrastructure Engineer OR Title with : Senior Penetration Tester OR Title with : Trainee Cyber Security Support Technician OR Title with : Cyber Resilience Manager OR Title with : Senior Soc Analyst OR Title with : Head Of It Security OR Title with : Cisco Engineer OR Title with : Network Specialist OR Title with : Network Analyst OR Title with : Network Administrator OR Title with : Cyber Security Apprentice OR Title with : Cyber Security Lead OR Title with : Chief Information Officer OR Title with : Data Protection Lead OR Title with : Information Security Auditor OR Title with : Junior Penetration Tester OR Title with : Vulnerability OR Title with : threat OR Title with : Authorizing Official/Designating Representative OR Title with : Security Control Assessor OR Title with : Secure Software Assessor OR Title with : System Testing and Evaluation Specialist OR Title with : Information Systems Security Developer OR Title with : Network Operations Specialist OR Title with : System Administrator OR Title with : Systems Security Analyst OR Title with : Cyber Legal Advisor OR Title with : Privacy Officer OR Title with : Cyber Instructional Curriculum Developer OR Title with : Cyber Instructor OR Title with : Communications Security (COMSEC) Manager OR Title with : Cyber Workforce Developer and Manager OR Title with : Cyber Policy and Strategy Planner OR Title with : Executive Cyber Leadership OR Title with : Cyber Defense Analyst OR Title with : Vulnerability Assessment Analyst OR Title with : Exploitation Analyst OR Title with : All-Source Analyst OR Title with : Mission Assessment Specialist OR Title with : Target Network Analyst OR Title with : Cyber Ops Planner OR Title with : Cyber Intel Planner OR Title with : Cyber Crime Investigator OR Title with : Forensics Analyst OR Title with : CISO OR Title with : Chief Information Security Officer OR Title with : & Perimeter OR Title with : 1st 2nd OR Title with : 1st and 2nd OR Title with : 1st Level OR Title with : 1st Line OR Title with : 1st/2nd IT Line OR Title with : 1st/2nd Line OR Title with : 2 Factor OR Title with : 27001 Assessor OR Title with : 27001 Auditor OR Title with : 2nd 3rd Line OR Title with : 2nd Line OR Title with : 2nd/3rd Line OR Title with : 3rd Infrastructure OR Title with : 3rd Level OR Title with : 3rd Party Assurance OR Title with : 3rd Party External Auditor OR Title with : 3rd Party Risk OR Title with : 3rd/4th Line OR Title with : 4th Line OR Title with : NOC Analyst OR Title with : SOC Specialist OR Title with : Pen Tester OR Title with : Computer Networking OR Title with : Hardware Security OR Title with : Security Architecture OR Title with : Product Testing Analyst OR Title with : CISCO OR Title with : Network Security OR Title with : Blockchain Solutions Architect OR Title with : Information Security Risk Lead OR Title with : Protective Monitoring Analyst OR Title with : Access Control Specialist OR Title with : Access & Identity Access OR Title with : Access & Identity Management OR Title with : Access Analyst OR Title with : Access and Identity Management OR Title with : Access and Identity Product OR Title with : Access Control Analyst OR Title with : Access Controls OR Title with : Access Database Update OR Title with : Access Management OR Title with : Active Directory OR Title with : Advanced Monitoring And Data Hunting Specialist OR Title with : Application Penetration Testing OR Title with : Application Security OR Title with : Application Services OR Title with : Application Solutions OR Title with : Application Specialist OR Title with : Application Support OR Title with : Applications Architect OR Title with : Applications Security OR Title with : Apprentice - Information Security OR Title with : Apprentice - Information Technology OR Title with : Apprentice - IT OR Title with : Apprentice Ict Technician OR Title with : Apprentice IT OR Title with : Analyst OR Title with : Access Control Specialist OR Title with : Associate Security OR Title with : Associate Software OR Title with : Associate Systems Engineer OR Title with : Associate Technical Support Engineer OR Title with : Associate Technician Support Engineer OR Title with : Forensics Technology OR Title with : Network Infrastructure OR Title with : Securing Testing OR Title with : Attack Monitoring OR Title with : Authentication OR Title with : Information Security OR Title with : Azure Security OR Title with : Backend Java OR Title with : Backend Php OR Title with : Backend Python OR Title with : National Security Academy OR Title with : Networking & Security OR Title with : Security & Networking OR Title with : Identity Governance OR Title with : Identity Management OR Title with : Blackrock Security OR Title with : Cryptographic OR Title with : Cryptography OR Title with : Identity & Access OR Title with : Identity Access OR Title with : Q Radar OR Title with : Business Continuity OR Title with : Identity & Access OR Title with : Information Risk OR Title with : Business Protection and Information Governance OR Title with : Business Resilience OR Title with : Ethical Hacker OR Title with : Incident Management OR Title with : Information Systems Auditor OR Title with : Incident Response OR Title with : Penetration Testing OR Title with : Check Point OR Title with : Check Team OR Title with : Checkpoint OR Title with : Identity Architect OR Title with : Chief Security OR Title with : Cloud Identity OR Title with : Cloud Infrastructure OR Title with : Cloud Networking OR Title with : Cloud Security OR Title with : CompTIA OR Title with : Computer Forensic OR Title with : Computer Forensics OR Title with : Computer Information Systems OR
Our standards and accreditations

Ipsos’ standards and accreditations provide our clients with the peace of mind that they can always depend on us to deliver reliable, sustainable findings. Our focus on quality and continuous improvement means we have embedded a “right first time” approach throughout our organisation.

ISO 20252
This is the international market research specific standard that supersedes BS 7911/MRQSA and incorporates IQCS (Interviewer Quality Control Scheme). It covers the five stages of a Market Research project. Ipsos was the first company in the world to gain this accreditation.

Market Research Society (MRS) Company Partnership
By being an MRS Company Partner, Ipsos endorses and supports the core MRS brand values of professionalism, research excellence and business effectiveness, and commits to comply with the MRS Code of Conduct throughout the organisation. We were the first company to sign up to the requirements and self-regulation of the MRS Code. More than 350 companies have followed our lead.

ISO 9001
This is the international general company standard with a focus on continual improvement through quality management systems. In 1994, we became one of the early adopters of the ISO 9001 business standard.

ISO 27001
This is the international standard for information security, designed to ensure the selection of adequate and proportionate security controls. Ipsos was the first research company in the UK to be awarded this in August 2008.

The UK General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the UK Data Protection Act (DPA) 2018
Ipsos is required to comply with GDPR and the UK DPA. It covers the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy.

HMG Cyber Essentials
This is a government-backed scheme and a key deliverable of the UK’s National Cyber Security Programme. Ipsos was assessment-validated for Cyber Essentials certification in 2016. Cyber Essentials defines a set of controls which, when properly implemented, provide organisations with basic protection from the most prevalent forms of threat coming from the internet.

Fair Data
Ipsos is signed up as a “Fair Data” company, agreeing to adhere to 10 core principles. The principles support and complement other standards such as ISOs, and the requirements of Data Protection legislation.